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WHEN REPORTED

OUT OF THE GLOOM RISES A SPECTRE;
A STARTLED BLAST AND THEN

CRASH

NO

RESULT

YET REBATES PRIOR IN

THE DISTRICT

REACHED ON

ATTORNEY

QUESTION

Unanimously and Over
Veto If Necessary.

STArToN

TORRANCE

PASO

TRIP

House.

Santa Fe, Feb. 14. The principal
Interest of the legislative assembly,
the district attorney bill, Is still In the
hands of a committee of the council,

of which Mr. Dalies Is chairman. Mr.
Dalles is consldif. ably Improved and
when he irelleves himself of the ques
tton of county division or rather
county creation In Torrance county,
a report from the committee may be
expected. The general sentiment here
among the legislators ' is that the
committee should report the bill and
that It should be passed by the council
as It was by the house.
Sentiment In favor of the bill has
grown Bteadily as Us merits have been
discussed. It took but a few days for
the Impression to wear oft that the
bill was intended by its friends as a
retaliatory measure directed at the
governor, who under the present state
of affairs appoints district attorneys.
The people all over the territory
prefer to elect their own prosecutors
and to hold the district attorneys re
sponsible to the people at large and
not to any administration for their
actions.
Members, both of the house and of
the council, have received a flood of
.letters, petitions and requests from
their constltutency asking for the
prompt passage of the bill. It Is be
Hived that at any time the measure
is reported, it will be passed by the
council by a large majority if not by
an unanimous vote.
The people of New Mexico, In let
ters to members of the assembly, are
urging that the bill should receive
favorable consideration as an act for
and as opposed to a
one-ma- n
concentration of power. The
bill will pass.
It will be vetoed so the governor's
friends say.
It will then pass over the execu
tive's veto and be enacted a law.
However, until the bill Is disposed
of, the members of the assembly will
continue to be worried with messages
urging them to support it. It is the
earnest hope that the passage of the
bill will not longer be delayed by the
failure of the committee to report it,
"At any event," said a member of
the assembly, "we will appreciate it
If our constitutents, who know we
want to represent them as they desire,
will wait until the bill is reported, before snowing us under with these appeals for its passage. The bill will
pass all right and by a strong vote.
I hear little or no opposition to the
measure among the republican members of either branch of the assembly."
County May be Created.
and
The committee on counties
county lines is again In for petitions
and delegations of citizens as the result of a bill introduced yesterday
evening in the house. Mr. Fadllla is
the father of house bill No. 91, an
act for the creation of the county of
Foraker, which is to be composed of
certain portions of Colfax and Union
counties with the county seat at Fol-soWhat merit the creation of the
new county has, was not developed at
the session of the house as the bill
was referred after Its second reading
to the committee in question. This Is
the, fourth county creation project,
which this committee has before it
for consideration.
being
As a result of the pressure
brought to bear from both sides In
these county measures, the report has
been current that the committee is In
a tight corner. This is without foundation. While the committee meetings have been open on several occasions, the closed meetings have
"closed" in every sense of the word,
despite the newspaper reports to the
contrary. No one can yet predict
what action will be taken on any of
these bills except from one standpoint. THAT IS THAT THE COMMITTEE OF THE HOUSE AND OF
THE COUNCIL, AS WELL WILL ENIN EVERY WAV TO
DEAVOR
MAKE NO MISTAKES.
The committee of the house is now
holding dally sessions at every available hour, receiving and considering
all petitions and other Information
available. There Is absolutely no dissension and It is stated that there
will be none, although the details of
the deliberations are not known.
There will be no split among the
legislators because of county division,
although it is generally understood
that such a condition is hoped for
and would be gladly brought about
through false and Injurious reports
by the Albuquerque Journal and othpapers.
er

legislators to Torrance County.

aboard for Torrance county!
Aboard a special train all the memassembly
bers of the Thirty-seventwho can so arrange, were to leave
Friday morning via the Santa Fe
Central railway for a trip to Torrance
county. They will visit Estancia. and
Willard and will be entertained by
the citizens of both places, who will
use all means within the bounds of
fairness to Influence action on council bill No. 15 for the creation of a
new Torrance county with the county
seat at Willard instead of Estancia, In
All
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(Continued on page four.)
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be Closed by Demand For
Lunacy Commission.
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collisions

SIX ARE HUNG IN

oklahoma

SOUTHERN COUNTRY

Another New Mexico Postofflce Julius Kruttschnltt Says That Full Slow Trial of Steve Adams Gets
Has Been Raised to Third
Publicity of Accidents Will be
Little Move on Itself In Way
or Presidential Class.
Good Prevention.
of Jury Selection.

Captain Llttlefleld Ruppe Is Ac
cepted as Foremost Orator of
Legislative

JAN.

THE

BEYOND

SEVERAL BILLS GET

THEIR
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TO

Of Japs in California Schools. Relief. Says Interstate Com
But Interview Again
merce Commission In LatWith President.
est Decision.

Bill Will be Passed Almost
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u.uY.rw ny camera, to cants par month.
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WITH THE ICY SPRAY SPLASHING OVEH THEM AND THE NIGHT It LACK AROUND THEM, THE
PASSENGER STEAMER LARCHMONT AND THE SCHOONER KNOWLTON MET IX THAT TEARING.
CRUNCHING COLLISION THAT MEANT DEATH TO SCORES.
All was well.

The reliable steamer
Larchmont
tumbled onward through the black,
heaving billows off the Rhode Island
coast.
A blizzard was raging, but
blizzards had raged before and the
Larchmont had weathered them. The
watch waa on deck peering through
the cutting storm of snowflakes into
the night The prow, hoary with a
heavy mantle of ice, rose and fell
rhythmically and the waves slapped
the sides of the old ship stinging
buffets that made her neither wince
nor quicken her speed.
The time-trie- d
schedule made nothing of such
things. In so and so many hours she
would be at the pier.
The paddle
wheels churned away and in the
cabin warm, cosy passengers slept.
They felt safe.
Out of the gloom rises a specter.
A snow and ice lncrusted specter. A
masted specter, with destiny guiding
It and not the weak mortal at the
wheel.
"Ship ahoy l"
A hoarse, startled
blast of the steamship whistle.
A
scurry on the ice enameled deck.
A
sickening silence. Then the crash!
Their Maker had come for over
five score souls.
Screams are the echo of the shivering shock. From the warm berths
and the upholstered
cabin seats
where cloaked and blanketed forms
slept, rises a cry of wrath-lik- e
creatures, wringing hands and tearing
their hair like at the summons of
Judgment day.
Frenzied, they flee
out into the freezing night, onto
frozen decks, to which ba-feet
clung like leeches. The old ship ia
full of sharp tremors like a dying
leviathan.
"Here are boats!" Yes, but alas,
too few to take them. In the blackness and confusion some go overboard into the spray, some drown In
their beds before they can realize.
From the whirlpool marking the
ocean grave of the Larchmont limps
the schooner Harry Knowlton, less
severely smitten, but doomed.
This is how accident made the
orbit of more than 100 human souls
meet at night in the storm in the
wide expanse of ocean with plenty of
room for everyone.
This is how
death reaped a furtive harvest in tho
grim season of fruitlessness.
e

IlIG FISH HATCHERY
1'OH WISCONSIN.
Madison, Wis., Feb. 15. A very
large hatchery for the prorogation of
lake trout and whitefish is about to
be established on the northwest shore
of Lake Michigan or on the cast
shore of Ureen bay. Commissioners
of fisheries are here today and tomorrow will proceed to the lake
shore to select a site. Through the
efforts of Representative Monor an
appropriation of $20,000 was recently made for this work by the national government. The move Is a most
important one and will be of great
beneilt to the state.

ESTANCIA BANQUETS

STEAMER LARCHMONT LOST IN HORROR COLLISION
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The Rtcnmcr Lnrchniont, shown in tho above pliotogropli, was the Joy
line boot which sank off Block Island after a collision with. the schooner
Harry Knowlton, Nearly 100 passengers of the Larchmotit, en route
from Providence, R. I., to New York, were drowned or frozen to death.
steamer was Io9, of whlclijonly eighteen
The total sailing on the
.
'
,
are known to have survived.

LEADER OF THE RUSSIAN KANSAS

PEASANT PARTY IN

STATE SENATE

BARS WRITER FOR

NEWJORK
Will Tour This Country and Because of His Libelous At
Speak For Constitutional
tacks on the Integrity
of That Body.
Freedom.
CONDITION OF PEOPLE
GOOD MOVE IN THE
IN RUSSIA IS HORRIBLE
RIGHT DIRECTION SURELY
York. Feb. 15. Alexis
leader ot the peasant party in
Russia, arrived here today.
He purposes touring the country in the
Alcause of freedom for Russia.
ready he has been invited to speak at
Harvard and Yale.
He said on arrival today that he
would not be surprised it the new
douma never organized. "It is now
too late to stop the progress of liberty in Russia," he said. "The liberal sentiment Is so broadcast and
general that It will come to the front
In spite of all government
opposition."
Alladin said that the condition of
tho poorer classes in Russia is extremely desperate.
He believes, he
said, that more than a million people
wilt die In the country during the
next three months from starvation.
Unless the constitutional rights demanded by the Russian people are
immediately granted, Alladin assert
ed, there will be one of the greatest
strikes the world ever has seen. The
Russian navy will Join In the revolt
from the first, he declares, and will
quickly be followed by the army.
New

ORGANIZE GREAT WOLF
DRIVE IN MONTANA.
Virginia City, Mont.. Feb. 15.
Stock growers in northern Montana
have organized an association to protect the state against the ravages of
Special to The Evening Citizen.
wolves and today it was announced
Estancia, N. M., Feb. 15. The
120 a head would be given for
e special train bearing the Tor- - T tht scalps
of female wolves and $10
ranee county investigating com- - T the
a head for the males. The establisho' mlttee reached here at 1 o'clock
ed state bounty will add to the rethis afternoon on its return trip if compense
of the hunter $10 a head
to Willard and Progresso. The
for both male and female and $3 a
train consisted of two coaches
head for pups. In sheer self defense
e' and an engine, under
personal
the farmers are organizing a great
charge of Superintendent Grim- wulf drive which will be the largest
shaw. Chas. W. Easley and J. K.
of Its kind on record. Hunters from
Klrby of Santa Fe are looking
Wyoming will take part.
ufter the guests on behalf of Col. o Dakota andbounty
commissioners reThe wolf
W. S. Hopewell, who is 111 at his
port that hunters in the Havre dishome In Albuquerque with the
trict have made individually more
gout and not able to make the
trip.
a than I2.3UU In a season from the rewards.
Stops were made on tho out
going trip at Morlarty. Mcintosh
and Kstancla, committees from f ILLINOIS RANK LOTED
BY BURGLARS, WHO ESCAPE.
these districts aboard the train
at each place. Wm Mcintosh
Peoria, Feb. 15. The safe of tin
and other prominent citizens of e bank of Ellzabethville was crackeJ
Torrance county Interested
In o early today and the entire contents,
keeping the county seat at Esconsisting of $1,400 In gold and
tancia, tendered the excursion$1,600 In currency and some valuable
ists a big dinner here. Speeches
papers, were taken.
There were five
were made and a royal treatment
men In the gang. E. W. Butler, who
was accorded the visitors.
owns the bunk, gave chase, but the
burglars got away.
'
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Topeka, Feb.

15.

The Kansas

ate today by a vote of 24 to
ed a resolution barring the

sen13 adopt-

represen-

tative of the Kansas City Star from
the floor or galleries of the senate.
The action was taken because the Star
printed articles commenting upon the
alleged
tendencies of the
senate.
pro-railro-

Washington,
15.
Mayor
Feb.
Schmlts and Secretary Lefflngwell of
the San Francisco school board, call
ed at the state department today and
had a conference with Secretary Root.
Neither of the parties to the confer
ence would disclose the nature of the
questions discussed. The mayor, how
ever, said that the school board had
not yet considered the proposition
looking to the placing of the Japanese
In the schools other than those ex
clusively for them. He said they had
not discussed that question. A con
ference will be held this afternoon
with the president, at which It is gen
erally understood that all matters In
dispute will be amicably adjusted.

Chicago, Feb. 15. No general order will be Issued by the Interstate
Commerce commission requiring railroads to pay rebates and claims for
overcharging previous to January 1,
the date on which the new antlrebate
law went into effect. This announcement was made today by Commissioner Clark In reply to a request for
a general order as to such claims
made by the traffic managers for the
Chicago & Alton road and the Chicago board of trade.

New York, Feb. 15. Close observers of the Thaw trial, which has
se
been postponed for several days
of the death of a Juror's wife,
believe that the present trend of tho
trial, as shown in the last two days.
Is towards a commission In lunacy to
determine officially Harry K. Thaw's
condition of mind.
This belief is suggested by Jerome's
apparent willingness to admit a part
of the will; by his readiness to withhold technical objections to the testimony of Thaw's family physician,
tending to throw light upon the defendant's mental status; and by his
policy yesterday In admitting without opposition a conversation between
Thaw and Dr. Evans when the later
was examining the prisoner In tho
Tombs.
Counsel for Thaw have reached tho
opinion that the trial may be terminated abruptly any day next week
from this cause, and are planning to
fight Jerome on this line. Thaw himself is credited with declaring that he
would not face the asylum in preference to Sing Sing and the death
chamber. Jerome, when questioned
on the subject of a possible close ot
the trial by an application for a commission, declined to discuss the matter any way.
--

bo-cau-

ANOTHER COLLISION OCCURS
ON THE ROCK ISLAND ROAD
Oklahoma City, Feb. 15. Rock Island passenger train No. 7 rounded
the curve at the east end of the yards
In this city last night and crashed
Naval Appropriation Bill.
Washington, Feb. 15. Proceedings into a switch engine standing upon
of the house today upon the naval the main track. Both engines were
appropriation bill were devoted large- demolished and twenty-fou- r
passenly to considering the question to in- gers were Injured. The engineer and
crease the navy with especially ref- fireman of the passenger train were
erence to the necessity for two bat- seriously hurt.
tleships of the Dreadnaught type. An
amendment providing for one battle- PUBLICITY PROPOSED TO
ship was lost.
CURE RAILWAY ACCIDENTS,
New Orleans, Feb. 15. As a pre
Auks Information on Car Shortage. ventative for railroad accidents, comWashington, Feb. 15. By resolu- plete publicity is suggested by Julius
tion today the senate called upon the Kruttschnltt, director of maintenance
Interstate commerce commission for and operation of the Harrlman lines
the testimony recently taken at Min- and vice president of the Southern
neapolis and Chicago respecting tho Pacific railroad. In an interview toshortage of cara for the movement of day he said:
freight, particularly the grain crop.
"Persons responsible for accidents,
whether officers or laborers, should
Galveston Immigration Station.
be known to the public in order that
Washington, Feb. 15. The estab- they may feel the weight ot popular
lishment of an Immigration station at displeasure. We must bring about a
Galveston, Texa., Is authorized in a closer observance of rules governing
bill passed by the senate today.
the operation of railroads, and greater respect for danger signals, than we
Diplomatic and Consular Bill.
now get" from employes.
This' can
Washington, Feb. 15. The hone be done only by the widest publicity
today, without debate, agreed to ths of accidents."
conference report "on the diplomatic
and consular appropriation bill.
MASS MEETING OF CARPENTERS HELD IN BOSTON.
Mrs. Bradley In Indicted.
Boston, Mass., Feb. 15. A mass
Washington, Feb. 15. Mrs. Annl meeting of the members of the thirty-fM. Bradley was today Indicted for our
affiliated brotherhood unions
murder in the first degree for Bhoot-in- g and amalgamated branches of the
former United States Senator trades societies will be held In the
Arthur M. Brown, of Utah, on De- Paine Memorial hall tonight for the
cember 8 last, causing death Decem- purpose of receiving the report of
ber 13. Mrs. Bradley probably will the committee appointed to confer
be arraigned next week, but the trial with the master carpenters association
of the carwill not take place for perhaps two regarding the demand
penters for 4 5 cents an hour and the
months.
Saturday half holiday all the year
round. It Is stated that the employOF SPECIAL INTEREST
ers have suggested a compromise but
1X1 NEW MEXICO READERS
this will not be made known until
Special to The Evening Citizen.
The general
Washington, D. C, Feb. 15. The the meeting tonight.
postofflce at Carrlzozo has been made Impression prevails that there will
presidential and Ira O. Wetmere has be a great Htrlke If the demands of
been appointed, vice P. C. Lacey re- the meu are not acceded to.
moved.
Solomon Luna, Harry W. Kelly, H. V ENEZULI A N I E VOLUION- 1ST IN NEW YORK CITY.
A. Jastro, Clurk Carr, E. L. Medler
New York, Feb. 15. General Jose
and W. C. Barnes have today been at
several of the departments and have Hermandez, known In Venezuela as
"El Mocha," has arrived here from
also attended several of the congresPanama.
It Is stated that he conies
sional committees.
here In connection with the revoluSt. LouU Wool Market.
tionary movement In Venezuela and
St. Louis, Feb. 15. Wool
steady. that he Is receiving encouragement
Market unchanged.
from friends in this city.

WHITE MEN ARE HUNG FOR
ASSAUXT ON W1UTE GIRL.
Russellvllle, Ky., Feb. rlS. Guy
Lyon and Poulk Fletcher, white men,
were hanged here today for assault
upon Mary Glader, a young German
girl, two years ago. Lyon attempted
to commit suicide last night by openPhysicians Ining a blood vessel.
jected nearly a gallon of artificial
had.- to b1 supportblood,'- but-Lyoed to the scaffold on account of
I
weakness.
n

:

ROPE BROKE TWICE AND
THEN HE DIED ONGROUND.
Va., Feb. 15. There
Richmond,
was a harrowing scene at the hanging at Farmvllle today of Moses Hill

and William RufTen, negroes convicted of the murder of Postmaster John
Grubb. Hill weighed 275 pounds and
the rope broke. He walked calmly
back to the scaffold and when the
rope broke a second time he died In
agony upon the ground.
ANOTHER MURDERER GETS
HIS REWARD, LONG DELAYED
Barbourvllle, Ky., Feb. 15. Jesso
Fitzgerald, a negro, was execute
here today for the brutal murder of
Mrs. Robert Broughton, In August
last.
JURY FOR STEVE ADAMS
IS DIFFICULT 1X1 SECURE.
Wallace. Idaho, Feb. 15. Following a tardy drawing of the fresh
venire of fifty men. Judge Woods
court today resumed the task of selecting a Jury In the Steve Adam
case. Public opinion among townspeople here Is well divided. Among
the merchants and business men
there Is a well developed sentiment
against the Western Federation
of
Miners, which is defending Adams,
while among the working
people
there Ih a strong prejudice In exactly
the opposite way. This complicates
the task of choosing a Jury.

NO ADDITIONAL 1 (TS
IN TEllltiltLE SHIP ACCI DENT

Providence, Feb. 15. The number
of dead from the Larchmont horror
numbered 55 when the morgue was
opened toda&to the throng ot anxious
friends and relatives ot the missing
passengers and crew. One of the survivors died last nlht bringing the
list of survivors down to 18. Eighty-seve- n
people who are known to have
been on the steamer are still missing.
TURKISH KOLDlEltS MUTINY
AND ESCAPE FROM SHIP.
Suez. Feb. 15. Tie serious mutiny
on a Turkish tran port ship while
passing through thi canal ended by
300 soldiers Jumpl;g overboard. Ten
were drowned or hot dead by the
loyal marines.
The others reached
the shore and escaped.
MAIL

CAItltlEltS

Butte.

LL

CJUJT AT SAME TIME
Mont., Feb. 15. The mall

will quit work In a
body on March 1st, advices having
been received from Washington to the
effect that increase of salaries asked
by the carriers Is impossible to concede and their resignations accepted.
The present salaries range from $600
to $900, the later only after a number of years of service.

carriers of Butte

CELEBRATING 1 IITIETH
WEDDIN , ANNIVERSARY.
Green Bay, Wis., Feb. 15. Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph Gott" are celebrating
the fiftieth annlve iry of their wed-- J
ding here today ai are receiving the
congratulalons of prominent people
Mrs.
Tr. ir daughter,
In the state.
Florence Pond, tr r.elerl all the way
from New Mexlo to be present at
The aged couple
the celebration,
spent all their live iii tills city, where
they are very pop jiar, Ootto having
been a representai ive in the common
council for a nun ,er of years. Both
are In excellent " alth.
)

Hung For KiHI'iK Nfgretw.
Bastrop, Texas, Feb. 16. A. B
Washington, a n gro, was hanged
yesterday for the muriler of Jennie
Moore, colored.

FRIEND FINDS MAN GIVEN
UP US

DEADJ3

MINNESOTA EDITORS IN
ANNUAL CONFERENCE.
St. Paul, Minn., Feb. 15. At the
forty-firannual meeting of the
Minnesota Editorial association today
there were some important discussions, among them being the attitude
of the postofflce department towards
newspapers, the assistant postmaster
geneal having made proposals for
raising second-clas- s
postage rate
with restrictive
qualifications. The
question "of second-clas- s
postage"
was fully discussed by H. S. Say-lo- r,
Buffalo Journal; It. B. Herbert.
National Journalist, and P. V. Collins. Northwestern Agriculturist.
J.
J. Green, of the New Clin News, delivered a very Interesting and Instructive address, his subject being "Reminiscences Fifty Years a Minnesota,
Editor." Last night the members attended in a body a performance at
the new orpheum theatre, where
special seats were reserved for them.

YEARS AGO

st

Wisconsin Lawyer Awakened in Strange
City After Being Slugged and Robbed

and at Intervals Suffers Lapses
of Mental Blankness.
Chicago, Feb. 15. "Slugged''
In
Chicago thirteen
years
ago and
"awakening" three days luter in
Hammond, Ind., minus all the money
he possessed and half his clothing,
Charles McGee Williams, once a star
University ot Wisconsin base ball
player, a graduate of the Madison
law school, became temporarily a
tramp.
Given up for dead by his relatives
and friends, Williams' whereabouts
remained a deep mystery until today,
when he was found at Merrllhille,
Ind., by a friend ot his youth.
Williams' brother was notified and
the family has been reunited.
Declaring that his life Is a "wreck"
caused by recurrent periods of loss of
memory, due probably to a blow on
the head suffered at the hands of
Chicago highwaymen, Williams has
remained in obscurity all these years,
in spite ot the repeated urglngs ot the
wife whom he married In Merlllville
that be write to his relatives In Wis
consin and make his whereabouts
known.
Williams came to Chicago in the
latter part of June, 1894, to begin

practicing law. On July 3 following
he disappeared.
Dean E. Bryant ot the Madison law
school took a personal Interest In the
case and engaged Chicago private de- lectives to traca the missing lawyer.
The detectives got no further than
the Briggs house, where Williams regJuly 3. and after a fruitless
istered
search of several ... months
relatives MINE OWNERS STRIKE
.. .i
i
gave nim up ror dead.
inriiua
This ends that portion of Williams'
ARIZONA
history which was known before today when he told the remaining portion of himself;
TO JOIN UNION
"From the time I walked out of the. MINERS
Briggs house on July 3." ho said, "unOWNERS SAY THEY WILL
1
IMIVVN
SUIT
til
cume to myself in Hammond
KATHKIt
THAN Sl IIMH.
three days l;(ter my- mind was ram- pletely a blank. My money, ttatch
and part of my clothing were gone.
3 t
ra
I wandered about the s.tml dunes,
to The Kvenluur 'itlzen A
through little villages and finally I
iilfbee, Ariz.. Feb. 15. The
landed here in Mertilh ille.
Copper gueen company has shut o
aiuce men at lnterva Is mv m in
down, laying off 500 men, the o
lias played the same tiick on me thai
Calumet & Arizona Juu, and the o
It did ut first. Sometimes the lapses
Shatiuck 100. Tfie men want to o
continue for several hours and someJoin the Western Federation
of o
times for several days."
.Miners and mine owners say o
Williams was married to Miss Clara
the
will shut
duuu mine
Saxton of Merrlllvtlle, six years ago.
lather than submit.
m
They have no children.
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Tte
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Ml

Weekly

Citizen Publishing Company

Alaska when that empire was purchased by the United States.
Recently the discovery was made
that ths original flag with thirty-si- x
slurs was reposing in a vault at the
offices of lexter, Norton & Co., of
.Seattle.'
It Is the property of
Leudecke, of Wrangel.
The history of this Hag Is most Interesting and la wrapped Intimately
with the history of Alaska, which
country It is the purpose of the exposition to exploit. The treaty ceding Alaska to the United States was
sinned by Russia on March 80, 1867,
and was ratified by the senate May
27th the same year. Owing to the
opposition In the country to the purchase, the house refused to pass the
bill appropriating $7,200,000 for Its
payment and the matter hung over
till July 14, 1S68, when a compromise was reached whereby the appropriation was passed. However the
United States in the meantime, had
gone ahead anil ordered possession
taken of the country und a body of
American troops on a warship left
San Francisco In the fall of 1867 for
Sitka. They proceeded by the inside
channel first to Wrangel. At that
point there were living a few Americans engaged In pioneer work. One
of these was Edward Leudecke, who
after forty years Is still a resident
when the
Leudecke,
of Wrangel.
troops touched at that point, heard
for the first time of the American
purchase. Although the country was
not then formally taken over by the
United States he ran to the flagpole
there and hoisted the American flag.
and there it flew for many months.
In the meantime the troops proceed
ed to Sitka, then the capital, and on
October 18, 1867, the Russian flag
was pulled clown and the American
flag raised before the barracks and
In the presence of a detachment of
both Russian and American troops.
The flag of Deudecke floated till
1868, when the news of the admis
sion of Nebraska to the union was
announced and then the flag with
thirty-Bl- x
stars was pulled down and
stars,
another one with thirty-seve- n
was raised In its place. Leudecke,
however, clung carefully to his flag
and in 1905 turned the banner over
of
to Q. E. Rodman, an attorney
Wrangel, who sent It on to its preskeeping.
ent destination for safe
years
Leudecke Is now seventy-tw- o
of age and Is strong and hearty. He
remembers perfectly the first arrival
of American troops in the north and
the amazement und Joy of the few
Americans there on being told that
Alaska had been purchased from the
Russians.
The flag will be used at the opening day ceremonies at the
exposition and after
that will be exhibited in the Alaska
building.
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TEN MILLION OF
DOLLARS FOR
SEATTLE
Exposition Is Amount Agreed
Upon for this Great
1909 Event.
OF THIS WASHINGTON

SOi

GIVE

WIIL

$2,000,000

Congress Has Been Asked for Million and Quarter Which Will
Probably be Olven.
Seattle, Feb. 15. The state of
Washington has stood sponsor for
exposition,
the
which will be held at Seattle in 1909
by appropriating $1,000,000 for It
Seattle citizens raised in one day,
October 2. last, $650,000 for the exposition and the state did not hesitate when asked for one million.
The people of the Pacific northwest
firmly believe in the exposition, which
will be held primarily for the exploitation of Alaska, Youkon and the
countries bordering upon the Pacific
ocean, as an agency that will confer
material and everlasting benefits on
Oregon, California,
the country.
Idaho, Montana, Wyoming, Utah, and
several of the other western states
have signified their intention of making appropriations for exhibits (this
winter so that they will have plenty
of time to devote to the collection of
displays.
Washington's appropriation of one
million is considered an exceedingly
liberal one from the young but sturdy
state. Washington's population is estimated at 1,000,000, making an average of $1.00 for every man, woman
and child In the state.
The next step In the work of creat
ing the exposition will be the secur
Ing of the participation of the United
States government. A bill has been
Introduced into congress asking for
$1,200,000 for the exhibits and buildings of Alaska, Hawaii and the
Philippines. This will probably pass
this session. Many of the eastern
and middle western states are preparing to make appropriations for
the adequate exploitation of their resources and advantages.
Alaska-Yukon-Paclf- lc

If the

Alaska-Yukon-Paclf- ic

ex-

Alaska-Yukon-Paclf- lo

WASHINGTON

BIRTHDAY

BANQUET

AT 'VARSITY

The students of the University of
the annibirthday.
versary of Washington's
The celebration will take the form of
a banquet In which regents, faculty,
alumni and students of the university
will participate.
This is an occasion
of unusual display of class spirit, each
New Mexico will celebrate

,ng Bpeclai claga yellSf Bpeeches and
toa8ts wlll alHO be a feature of the
evening. It is hoped that the alumni
of the Institution will be present to
The cele
nteet the undergraduates.
bration will be held in the banquet
room of Elks' hall.
As Friday, Feb. 22, is a holiday,
arrangements have been made for the
first base ball game of the season between the University and the Indian
school teams to be played at Traction

TRIES TO
Cut Off Its Nose to Spite Face
by;,Closlng Down Work
Because of Unionism.
WIFE STARTSFIRE

WITH

OIL WITH FATAL

RESULT

Sad But Same Old Story of Home
Wrecked, Children Deserted.
Comes From Pueblo. Colo.
Arls.: Hecause the Western Federation of Miners have organized a union In the camp, 700 miners
were laid oft Wednesday and several
Although the
hundred Thursday.
heads of the Copper Queen Mining
company say they are not laying off
these miners because of their organizing a union. It is the general belief
here that this is the cause, the supposition being based upon a threat made
by the company over a year ago that
it would close down Its mines if a union was organized.
Walter Douglas, general manager
of the Copper Queen Interests here,
and S. W. Clawson, superintendent of
the mines, were Been yesterday and
they claim the reason for suspending
thework in the mines is because of a
shortage of lumber and fuel, and absolutely deny that It Is done on account of unionizing the camp.
Tho Spray shaft, employing 500
men on each of the three shifts, was
idle Wednesday and the Czar shaft,
the largest property of the Copper
t,
Queen company in the Warren
was closed down yesterday.
While it Is not officially announced, it
19 pretty well understood
that other
mines will follow by closing down. It
is not known whether the Calumet &
Arizona company will close Its mines.
It Is stated that the two big companies entered into a contract two years
ago when the labor trouble in the
camp was first started, both companies agreeing to shut down their mines
if the union came Into tho camp.
miners were
All day yesterday
congregated on the sidewalks and in
saloons talking over the situation, and
there Is already a rumor going the
rounds that damage will be done to
the company's property If the mines
are not opened soon. On the other
hand, the company is believed to be
secretly taking steps to have Governor Kibbey keep the Boldlers at
Fort Huachuca in readiness to be
called to Bisbee at any moment.
Back of the movement is D. W.
Sample, formerly the editor of the
Evening Miner, who started the union
just .before selling his paper, over a
year ago, to the Calumet & Arizona
people. He left here last spring for
Tonopah under a contract that he
Post
would not return to Btsbee.
master Cassidy had him indicted for
circulating and publishing obscene
literature. He was arrested and
brought back to Bisbee and tried, but
the Jury could not agree on a verdict
and a new trial was ordered for the
Believing the
April term of court.
heads of the Copper Queen company
Blsbue.

.

dH-trlc-

position, which will be held at Seat- Park,.
tle in 1909 to exploit the northland,
does nothing else but teach the peoCount Hayden has been defeated
ple of the east and mlddlewest that
to the douma. Oo on,
the frontier of our country has gone for
say it yourself.
much further than the far west and
Alaska that the customs and culture of the effete east may be found
it will be well
In these sections
worth the $10,000,000 it will have
cost on opening day, June 1.
Alaskan Swell Dresners.
Speaking of polite society in the
far north, a home newspaper re
cently said that a constant source of
sT
surprise to the newcomers Is the
"swell" fashion in which Alaskans
dress at social functions,
"The women are gowned as taste
fully and as richly," this commentaGod-Sen- d
tor continues, "those seen at a full
dress affair in the cent class of so
ciety at Washington, D. C, and the
Declares Mr. G. F. Baldwin, prominent citizen
same holds true of the men.
and manager for the Capitol Lumber Go. He
"I have never seen people dress as
knows from actual experience what this New
they do here,' is an oft repeated re
mark
Discovery in medicine will do.
"The slightly envious are apt to
criticise
this custom. They have
been heard to say that some of our
people never had on a full dress suit
The Cooper Medicine Co.,
before coming to Alaska, all of which
Dayton, Ohio.
may be true
guod,
Gentlemen:
"I have suffered
neveilhe
"But the custom is
leBS. In the first place, it is a sure
terribly with inflammatory rheu
sign of prosperity.
In the second
mat ism (or over a year. I have
place, It is u delicate complement
tried every rheumatism cure I
other,
which Alaskans show each
could hear o( without receiving
when they meet in a social way.
"Suppose a man never had a dress
any relief. At the time I begun
t .
suit before coining north. It is never
taking your medicine I was bedJ.
.
r
I
too late to begin. It better fits him
ridden hut in four days every
part
play
lie
is
to
he
should
for the
trace of rheumatism had disapbecome wealthy and go outside
peared, and there has never been
Take the average Alaskan and place
him in any society uutslile, and he
the slightest trace of its return.
will give as good an aci:uunl of him1 consider
Cooper's New Disself as one 'to the manor born.' In
covery and Quick Relief a Godevery respect he is a 'man of the
world.' His easy address is due nut
send to kufTering humanity."
alone to his independence, but also
G. F. BALDWIN,
because he has paid attention to the
refinement of dress and personal ap
M(r. YrJ No. J, Capital Lumber Co.,
pearance
1712 New York St.,
"Of course, there are many excep
Indianapolis.
lions to this rule, and we do not want
to convey the impression that everyone must have a full dress suit to
be well or properly dressed.
"The spirit which prompts the cus
That's a strong statement. But it is made by a busitom is what counts. It is distinctly
ness man, who is known throughout the entire state as a
Alaskan und broad enough so that all
may play at the game should they
man o( character and integrity, a man whose word is as
so desire, excepting, of course, those
good as his bond, and this man says in a signed statement:
who have made themselves outcasts.
Highly Historic Runner,
was licd-ridJc- n
and in Four Days Every
exposi
The
Cooper's
Trace of Rheumatism was Gone.
tion promises to dispel the prevail
Ing ignorance in regard to all things
God-Sen- d
Suffering
Discovery
New
to
is
a
Alaskan and give the people of the
Humanity.
country u proper conception of the
northland.
When the American Hag Is hoisted
Cooper's New Discos ery cost $1.(H) per bottle; ix for $5.00, Cooper's
to the topmost tower of the Alaska
(Juick Relief, the assistant remedy cosu 50 cent per bottle. Let us tell you
building ut the completed Alaska
about tlitke celebrated remedies,.
Yokon-Paclfl- c
exposition at Seattle
on opening day. June 1, 1 HO a. jtnd the
great ten million dollar world's fail-ideclared open ly the president of
the United States no ordinary banner
will be used. In fact the flag whose
stars ami stripe first cast a shadow
Corner Second St. and Railroad Ave.
over the massive and beautiful
buildings by Lake Washington will
be the original American flag that
was hoibted first over the district of

Cooper's New
junscovery

Is a

to

Suffering Humanity,

.

7

"

Aluska-Yukon-l'aclf-

"

The J. H. O'Reilly Xo.

3.

to have been back of his Indictment,
Sample, to get "even," said he would
organize a union In the camp. How
well he has accomplished his purpose Is shown In the fact that no one
knew a union was organized until
headquarters were opened and a
charter granted by the Western Federation.
If the mines are closed Indefinitely
It wlll paralyze commerce
In the
southwest. Over 100 carloads of ore
were shipped from Bisbee to the
smelters dally, employing over 8,000
miners, and 2,000 at tho smelters In
Douglas.
It will causo the bankruptcy of nearly all the smaller merchants, and ruin the town for years
to come.
Officials of the union mado an attempt to get a conference with General Manager Douglas, with a view
to effecting some compromise, but he
refuses to confer with them or grant
any concessions,
MOTH

ftuday, February is iMt.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

ffff
Persuasive

Talk

of Wm. Prethero were burned to
death here.
Mrs. Prethero was rekindling the fire in a cook stove with
can, when
coal oil from a
It exploded, immediately setting firs
to the house.
Tho explosion was
heard by a family close by, but before assistance could be rendered, It
was too late to save either mother or
child, as Immediately following the
explosion the house was a seething
furnace. Mrs. prethero was 41 years
of age and the child 3 years.
Mr. Prethero Is in the employ of
the Kagle Mining ft Improvement
company, and occupied one of the
company's houses.
The cook stove
was literally blown to pieces, and the
remains of the oil can show that the
explosion was of terrific force.
five-gall-

proprietor.

WANTED An "experienced clerk for
a general merchandise store; must
speak Spanish and have good recommendations. Good salary for the
right person. Address F, Citizen

PERSONAL

PROPERTY

LOANS.

MONEY to LOAN
On

Pianos, Organs,
Furniture.
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels;
also on SALARIES AND WARS-HOUS- E
RECEIPTS, as low as $!
and as high as $200. Loans arc
quickly mads and strictly
private.
Time: One month to ona year given.
your
In
Goods remain
possession.
Our rates are reasonable. Call and
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms t and 4, Grant Bldg.
$16 West Railroad Are.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.

office.

Kit

AND CHILD DIE
IY COAL OIL KXPIjOSION.
Parsons, N. M.:The wife and child

WANTED.
WANTED Oood second hand gunny
sacks. Hahn's Coal Yard.
WANTED To borrow 1560.00 for
two years; good real estate security.
Box 403, city.
WANTED Situation by thoroughly
Healthy,
competent
bookkeeper.
sober, efficient; references. Address
A, Citizen office.
secondGentleman-- s
WANTED
hand clothing. No. 615 South First
street, south of viaduct. Bend address and will call. R. J. Sweeney,

Is sometimes necessary, bnt we
depend npon tlie merit of onr
good
and fair tlcallng with
every customer, to Insure our
continual success In the drug
business.

ALVARADO
PHARMACY
Cor. Gold Ave. and' First St.

B. H. BRIGGS &
CO. t Proprietors

WANTED Oood timber men, saw- yers and teamsters; also female
help cooks, housekeepers,
wash
women, etc. Colburn's Employment Agency, 109 West Silver
Fe
Santa
WANTED Teams The
Gold & Copper Mining Co., wants
teams for coal haul from Hagan
to the mines, near San Pedro, and
good
All
for other purposes.
teams making application will be
given work. Geo. O. Marrs,
AGENTS WANTED.
MEN AND WOMEN ARE MAKING
$10 to $25 a day selling our embroidery goods. No capital or ex-

You Waited
Too Long
and we sold that snan to another
pnrty who took tlmo by the forelock.
We have one or two more almost as
good though. Come In and ask about
them.

POR TERFIELD CO.

216 West Gold Ave.
perience required. Why not you?
Write for samples and exclusive
agency.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
U. 8. EMBROIDERY
SEER A RELIABLE DENTIST
WORKS, Omaha, Neb.
FOR RENT.
LAWYERS.
Full Set of Teeth
RENT A twelve-roomodern
Full
MAN'S VILLAINY WITH
$1.50 tip
Gold Filling
119
house,
unfurnished,
North
at
WEAK WOMAN'S FRAILTY. Gold Crowns
$4
Ira M. Bond.
First street. Call at Rico cafe.
Pueblo, Colo.:
leaving her four Painless Extracting
ATTORNEY AT LAW. St F.St..
50c
FOR RENT Furnished rooms and N. W., Washington,
little children, the eldest a girl of 11,
D. C.
Pensions,
board, hot and cold water, bath, land patents,
to keep house and shift for themcopyrights,
caveats.
$25 per month.
602 South Second letter patents,
selves until such time as their father ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY GUAR
trade marks, claims.
up
street,
stairs.
ANTEED.
should return from his vork' in the
R. W. D. Bryan.
house,
FOR
RENT Five room
evening, Mrs. Cora Baker eloped with
ATTORNEY AT LAW, Albuquer
light
partially
furnished,
electric
past
Clive Lyons, who for some time
que, N. M. Office,
First NaUonal
and bath, low rent. 209 North Sec- Bank building.
had been employed by the Sutton
Apply
Strong.
street.
to
F.
ond
H.
Mercantile company.
E. W. Dobson.
y
FOR RENT A six room
When Mrs. Baker left home she
ATTORNEY AT I .AW.
Office.
brick house, corner of Seventh Cromwell
told the little ones that she was going
block, Albuquerque, N. M.
Tljeras
Inquire
avenue.
to Bessemer to see a Spanish woman,
street
and
B. F. COPP,
at Lommori & Matteucci, 624
DENTISTS.
and that if the father returned beROOM 12, N. T. ARMIJO BLDG.
West Tljeras avenue.
fore she did to tell him she would be
DR.
J. E. KRAFT,
home about 4:30 In the afternoon.
new brick
RENT Seven-rooDental 6urgeon.
0K400K)4000404000K)4 FOR
Mr. Baker states that the first lnti- -'
house, furnished part or whole;
Rooms 2 and 8. Barnett building.
large barn and chicken house; two over
mation he had that anything wa
O'Rielly's drug store. Phone
wrong was when he came home at
acres of land. See P. F. McCanna, No. 744. Appointments
made by mail.
night from his work and found the
or Mrs. P. M. Gavin.
Edmund
Alger,
D. D. S.
J.
Five-roochildren alone nnd crying for thetr
In
FOR RENT
house
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
Office
mother.
good repair, corner of Railroad hours,
9 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:3
avenue and HUI street. Low rent
After searching the city over an J
m. to 6 p. m. Both phones. Ad- to a permanent tenant. Inquire of polntments
finally learning that Lyons was also
What's the matter with Joe Bailey
made by mall.
J. F. Luthy.
missing, the distracted husband noti- meeting
Jim Jeffries?
fied the police and was also In con
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms
PHYSICIANS.
stant communication
$1.00 per week and up; also nice
with Depot
Corey Is back but he refuses to
DR. 3. K. HAYNES
rooms for light housekeeping $1.00
Mr.i. talk about Mabelle Gillman.
Master Johnson, the matron,
Corey
Physician and Surgeon.
per week and up furnished with
Smith, the baggageman and all others Isn't such a fool as most people
Rooms 11 and 13, N. T. Armllo
stove and cooking utensils
who, he imagined, could' have seen think.
and
dishes.
The Minneapolis HouBe building.
the elopers pass through the depot.
W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
624 South Second street, AlbuquerMr. Johnson was sure he had noticed
the undertaker, has
"Plantem.
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon.
que, N. M. .
the man, who Is more than six feet bought a
automo
occidental Lire Building. Tele
tall, and Mrs. Smith was also quite bile."
FOR SALE.
phone 886. Albuquerque, N. M.
sure she had seen the runaways as
"What for?"
cow, will be
good
big
A
FOR
SALE
they passed through the depot.
DR. R. L. IIUST.
But
"I suppose his Idea is to combine
fresh soon. See George K. Neher,
OfTlcc,
N. T. Annljo Bldg.
they had gone before they were business with pleasure.
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE A
Tuberculosis treated with High
missed and reported, and now M..
See The Citl Frequency Electrical
Yost typewriter,
Current and
Baker Is depending on the police ?j
"Didn't you guarantee this stuff
zen.
Germicide. Treatments given each
locate them, and every effort Is being to grow new hair?" asked the man
good
8
piano,
day
A
$75
for
SALE
4
p.
a.
FOR
m.
from
to
m. Trained
put forth by the department by In the drug store.
cash, note, or installment. Must be nurse In attendance. Both phones.
means of telegraph and telephone
"I most certainly did," replied the
sold at once. 823 South Fourth
'k,
messages.
UNDERTAKER.
druggist. "Has It been growing old
street.
The Bakers lived in Hutchinson, hair for you?"
Auto,
phone
316.
Colo., Red 111
SALE The Claude Girard
FOR
Kan., and so did Lyons.
He and
A. BORDERS.
on Mountain road, first
property
Mrs. Baker were acquainted there.
Job.
Has
a
She
Black
house west of acequia, near Six Commercial Club building.
She was an invalid in the Kansas
Miss Mattle Elliott, who has just
or White hearse, $5.
teenth street. Inquire on premises
home, having hemorrhages
of the graduated from business college and
300
Proadwav.
or
at
North
lungs. For the benefit of her health Is now holding a handsome position
ARCHITECTS
the husband sent her and the children with J. M. Robinson, Norton & Co., FOR SALE Majority of stock in eS'
tabllshed and paying retail busi
F. W. Spencer. Rooms
7
to Pueblo, following himself
about Louisville, will arrive home Saturday.
Bar
ness. Incorporated.
Ow.er wishes nett building, Albuquerque, N. M.
three months ogo. His finances were
Ellzabethtown (Ky.) News.
to leave city. Address No. 1126, Both phones.
depleted, but he had $200 left after
Dally Citizen.
getting settled here.
This he gave
"Poetry on the old farm? Well, I
CIVIL ENGINEER.
FOR SALE Twenty-eighead of
This money she guess there was."
his wife to save.
seen
at
cows.
Jersey
be
fine
Can
drew out of the bank and departed
"Yes, but you never saw It when
J. R. Fnrwell.
Hunters' wagon yard, 200 North
nobodoy knows where, but the hus- you were on the farm."
Room 23. N. T. Armljo building.
see
Broadway.
them.
and
Come
band thinks to Rocky Ford or some
"Indeed I did. Why, out there on
NOTARY PUBLIC.
The price will be right.
other place down the valley.
the old center table ,ln plain view of
us boys, father always kept a copy FOR SALE Cheap, Edison Mimeo
Tlios. K. D. Maddlson.
typewriter,
RAILROAD DELAYS WORK
graph, Smith-Premiof 'over the Hills to the Poor
Office with W. B. Chllders,
117
gasoline West Gold
ON LKAKHUHti DAM house.' "
Doran 2,000 candle-powavenue.
lamp, buggy, scale, show cases. Old
El Paso, Texas: By
Albuquerque Postofttee store.
cars of material for the concrete
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
"Yes sir," said the proprietor of
you
work on the Leasburg diversion dam the New Jersey hotel, his chest FOR SALE At the "Variety"
Department
of the Interior,
United
In the Klo Grande at Seidell. N. M., swelling out with pride, "our little
wlll find fine home made bread, 6c
States Land Office.
pies, baked
a loaf; doughnuts,
the Santa Fe and other railroads are town Is rich In history. Geo. Wash
Sants. Fe, N. M., Dec. 19, 1906.
beans, soup and other good things
greatly delaying
the construction ington stayed over night and had
Notice is hereby given that the follostlrctly home made. Phone 710,
work.
breakfast in this very hotel once
wing-named
claimant has filed noMrs. Downs, 606 South Arno St.
Engineer It. M. Hall, of the recla"Maybe he did," remarked a guest.
of his Intention to make final
mation service, has returned frjm 'But don't you dare say he stopped FOR SALE Snap Lots 13. 14, 15 tice
proof in support of his claim under
Selden, after spending several days at here twice."
In block B. Simpler addition No. 2
only $604. $60 cash, balance In sections 3, 16 and 17 of the act of
the government camp Just below the
1891 (26 Stats.,
854), as
"I'll bet there's a big crowd at
installments of $16 per month March
dam site. He says contractor J. P.
by the act of February 21,
Write J. C. Phelan, Fresno, Calif. amended
Nelson has about completed the ex- church next Sunday."
(27 Stats., 470), and that said
"Why?"
or see E. H. Dunbar, 224 West 1893
cavation and earth filling on both
proof will be made before the progoing
to
Is
preacher
talk
"The
avenue.
now
ready
Gold
and
is
river,
sides of the
bate clerk at Los Lunas, N. M., on
to commence tho concrete
work. on the Thaw case."
26, 1907, viz: Mariana ChavJanuary
PUBLICATION.
FOR
NOTICE
anybody
attract
"Oh,
won't
that
re
Many cars of material have been
es de Otero, for the Small Holding
moral."
out
simply
point
He'll
the
ceived, but material needed before
of the Interior, Land Of Claim No. 2E47, situate In 6ec. 86, T.
"More than that. He's announced Department
the concrete work can be started has
flee at Santa Fe, New Mexico.
7 N, R. 3 E.
stereoptl
with
It'll
be
illustrated
that
not been received.
January 22, 1907
He names the following witnesses
con
views."
Several men have been sent out
adNotice is hereby given that Ramon to prove his actual continuous
along the Santa Fo system to trace
Padllla of San Rafael, N. M., has verse possession of said tract for
Sympathetic
Kriitor.
cars which were shipped from their
Monday night a party of five peo filed notice of- his Intention to mak twenty years next preceding the aur- Mr.
destination several weeks ago.
final five year- proof In support of his vey of the township, viz:
pie attempted to ploy Shakespeare
Entry No.
Hall Mild that the tracers had fount immortal production, "Romeo
claim, viz: Homestead
Francisco Aragon y Baca, of Los
and
cars containing material for the Juliet." If the Bard of Avon had 6689, made December 3. 1901, for the Lunas, N. M.; Anlceto Aragon,
o
Section
Leasburg dam buried on side track
Orona, Quirino Samore, of Per- on earth, he would go after that EH NWii, and E4 SWVi.
been
10 W. and alta. N. M.
all along the line.
Still, 26. Township 10 N. Rangemade
froup with a etuffed club.
before
Contractor Nelson expects to ho there are
that suld proof will be
Aay person who desires to protest
they
who
those
said
that
able to complete the concrete work have seen worse acting; If they have, Jesus M. Luna. Probatfe Clerk an against the allowance of said proof,
Los Lunas, N. M on March 7, 1907. or who knows of any substantial res- of the dam within sixty days from we pity them. Howard (S. D.)
He names the following witnesses son under the laws and regulations
the time he starts, and it now de- to prove his continuous residence up of the interior department why such
nends unon the Santa Fe railroad
on, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
proof should not be allowed will be
when he will bo able to secure the
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Jose R. Candelarla, Rafael Baldes, givea an opportunity at the above
necessary material.
Padla,
all
Sanchez,
Bisente
OfDepartment
Manuel
for
the
of the Interior, Land
mentioned time and place to cross
The original contract called
of San Rafael. N. M.
fice at Santa Fe, N. M.
examine the witnesses of said claimcompletion of the Leasburg dam
OTERO,
R.
MANUEL
29,
January
ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
,1907.
within five months from the time it
Register.
SanNotice
is
hereby
given
was
that
of that submitted by claimant.
The contract
was accented.
tiago
M.,
Garcia,
N.
Chllili,
has
of
MANUEL. R. OTERO,
signed in November, and the (liver
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
of his intention to make
Register.
slon dam must bo completed in April filed notice
five-yesupport
In
final
proof
of
Small Holding Claim No. 2547.
that the Mesilla valley ranchers can his claim, viz: Homestead Entry No. Department of the interior. Land Of
secure the water for the spring work
fice at Santa. Fe, New Mexico.
made October 2. 1901. for the
from t,he canal below the big diver- 6591
Hunting for Trouble.
January 22, 1907.
SE'.i NWM, KM SWU and SW14
sion dam.
"I've lived in California 20 years.
Notice is hereby given that Juan
Sff'.i, Section 3, Township 8 N, Range
E, und that said proof will be made de Dlos Padilla of San Rafael, N. M., and am still hunting for trouble In
MEXICAN WOMAN (ilIOl'M
way of burns, sores, wounds.
II. W. S. Otero, United States has filed notice of his intention to the
before
TO DEATH HY CAR WHEELS.
proof in support boils, cuts, fipralns, or a case of piles
final five-yemake
Albuquerque,
Court
at
Commissioner
MarDemetria,
El Paso, Texas:
of his clulm, viz: Homestead Entry that Bucklen's Arnica Salve won't
N. M
on March 5, 1907.
tinez, an aged Mexican woman be
No. 6688, made December 3, 1901. quickly cure," wrles Charles Walters,
following
names
witnesses
He
the
lieved to be 67 years old, was run to prove his continuous residence up- for the WV4 NEVA, and W4 SEi. og Alleghany, Sierra county. No use
down and killed yesterday morning on, and cultivation of, the land, viz: Section 26, Township 10 N, Range 10 hunting. Mr. Walters; It cures every
between 9:30 and 10 o'clock, In the
Guaranteed by all druggists.
Manuel Y. Acunia, Antonio Sando W, and that said proof will be made case.
Santa Fe yards at the section house val, Julian I.ucero and Jose Mora, all before Jesus M. Luna, Probate Clerk 25c.
on Second street.
at Los Lunas, N. M., on Marcn 7
of Chllili, N. M.
It Is believed the woman was In the
1907.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
The Citizen Print Shop Is 'f
act of crawling under the cars when
Register.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence up 4 where you can get the most for
the switch engine started a train In
Neighbors Got Fooled.
4 your money. We
print every.
on, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
that district and she was ground to
The
"I was literally coughing myself to
death beneath tho car wheels.
Jose R. Candelarla, Rafael Baldes, ' thing but greenbacks and post- age stamps. Either phone,
police were notified and Policeman deulh, and had become too weak to Manuel Sanchez, liisente Padla, all
predictof San Rafael, N. M.
Wilson was sent to the scene. Cor- leave my bed; and neighbors It
alive,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
oner Mitchell was also summoned and ed thut I would never leave
investigation of the but they cot fooled, for thanks be to
Register.
ft III! til ' W'Kll it
God, I was Induced to try Dr. King s
MOTT'S PENNYROYAL PILLS
case.
present who New Discovery. It took Just four
Thcr overcome WrsknuM, v
A young man was
A Valuable Ix'ssou.
cure
v
)! ou(iiiiia,iiK
in t
dollar bottles to completely
int
t Inr ll
claimed to bo the grandson of the one
ttliti if&H 1U ' (t.illi
"Six years ago I learned a valuable
good
to
me
cough
restore
the
and
say
II
I, lit
not
tlr
dead woman, but he could
Mag
lesson,"
UnPleasant,
Muling
writes
of
John
t.'tnrlurtnt itn:nltuMii.
health." writes Mrs. Eva
No
ol or if Aim nl liJ
tin
where she lived, and the authorities sound
county nolla, Ind. "I then began taking Dr.
Stark
n
f,.r
Grovertown.
of
rrnr-.tcar.lier.
in.otli
tne
h(e lv
could not barn tho residence of
Iti- in. CuiiiK-it h
and King's New Life Pills, and the longer
Tills king of cough
Indiana.
deceased.
V l.i. mull.
mI(I rv l ttuifl "I
cold cures, and healer of throat and I take them the better I find them."
druggists, They please everybody. Guaranteed
SuhsorllH) for Tho I'IUmu and get lungs, is guaranteed by all
ANN ft SON.
FOR SAhS BY
by all druggists.
25c.
tree.
bottle
Trial
$1.00.
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JOHN D. ROGKEFELLER THIRSTS FOR HUMAN APPROVAL; HOWSENATORIAL
BENEFACTION HIS BUSINESS AND BELIEVES IT GOD'S WORK
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Is to clean up stock once

MARLEN E. PEW, TO WHOM THE
OIL KINO GAVE HIS FAMOUS
DECEMBER,
IN
INTERVIEW
TEIJ18
HOW ROCKEFELLER
MAKES A BUSINESS OF HIS
HIS WISH
nRNEFACnONS
YOUNG MEN
MORE
THAT
MIGHT HAVE COLLEGE EDUCATION.

ARE

JED

.?

In Ten

Years Government
Special Agents Have Grown
From 162 to 3.000.

(By Marlon E. Few.)
Today the clviliied world la awed
by John D. Rockefeller's latest colossal benefaction to the cause of education.
king of wealth
Oae American
hands over to his brothers thirty-tw- o
millions of dollars of a fortune

yearly and open season
with new goods.

J

The Name

Win.

CHAPLIN

Washington, D. P, Feb. 15. As
dignified senators sit around In the
privacy of the cloak room where
they can keep one eye on the Dro- weedlngs, or In their own committee
rooms where real legislation la fram
ed, it Is not unusual for them to re
It Is staggering; to contemplate.
fer to one another by the soubriquet
At the beak fast table today the
by wnicn they are known In the
world's richest man is probably
state from which they come. Selgratefully eating his customary bowl
dom do they address one another as
of milk, halt cream, and sod cracksenator," but more often Is the sen
ers. If he discusses the matter of
ator spoken to called by either hi
bis gift at all he will talk In his
first or last name, communication begentle, quiet way of the result, a
tween senators, with rare exception
generation hence, of this his greatin the case of some or the veteran
est benefaction. In the conversation
of the old school being of the famil
he will only Infrequently use the
iar fashion Indicative of good compersonal pronoun "I."
radeship.
Here are gome of the
names given to senators who are well
It Is a fact of my own personal
known to the people:
knowledge that the cause of educaT. C. Tlatt, of New York, the "Easy
tion, coupled with religion. Is closer
Boss;" John V. Daniel, of Virginia,
to the heart of John D. Rockefeller
"the Silver Tongued Orator;" Mr.
thaa any one thing, save, perhaps,
Clapp, of Minnesota, "Black Eagle,"
his love of family.
a name that used to be applied to
And It has become his sole business to give of his fortune to supJohn A. Logan, whom he resembles;
JOHN D. ROCKEFELLER AS HE LOOKS TODAY.
Mr. Spooner, of Wisconsin, "Little
port and develop his charitable and
Giant;" Mr. Foraker, of Ohio, "Fire
From a Snapshot Made While the Oil King Played Golf.
educational plans.
Alarm"
and "Fighting Joe;" Mr.
Ob Dec. 27 last I took lunch with
Stone, of Missouri, "Gum Shoe Bill;"
Mr. Rockefeller at his Pocantico Hills
estate, and he discussed with ma 86,000,000 THE GRAND TOTAL OF ROCKEFELLER'S GIVINGS! Mr. Curtis, of Kansas, "Hawkeye;"
Mr. Carmack, of Tennessee, "Shersome of his Ideas concerning
his
While there are unrecorded gifts of John D. Rockefeller, amountlock Holmes" and "Knlsht of the
"business," as he frankly denominating to some millions of dollars, those that are known to the jubllc amount Rose," a term applied to him in his
ed his charitable enterprises.
In less than ten minutes after my to tens of millions. Including his latest gift to the general education debate with Fiddling "Bob" Taylor,
board, his largest benefactions are as follows:
who defeated him for
introduction to him he had Inquired
Established General Educational Board
Mr. Crane, of Massachusetts, "Slenif I were a college man.
$11,000,000
His latest gift
der William;" Mr. Knox, of Pennsyl"I tell you," he said, "a college
82,000,000
vania, "Little rhll." Mr. Crane and
university or cnicago (approximately)
education Is a great thing for a young
20.000.000
Our window display will give you
Rush Medical college
Mr. Knox are great cronies.
man. It Is a wonderful advantage,
6,000,000
Barnard college
On account of his resemblance to
inkling of the shapes that stylish
for it fits a man for the duties of life
an
1,375,000
Southern educational fund
President Lincoln, Mr. Cullom, of
and gives him valuable associations.
1,126,000
dressers will wear, but cotne in and careYale
Illinois, is known as "Uncle Abe;"
I wish that more of our young men
1,000,000
Rockefeller Institute of Medical Research
Mr. Gallinger, of New Hampshire, at
might have it."
2,000,000
fully inspect the shoes themselves. We feel
Baptist Educational society.,
one time a practicing physician, goes
Rockefeller's present giant gift will
1.000,000
go, therefore, to gratify this wish.
Cleveland (O.) parks
"Major"
as
or
"Doc;"
Mr.
Beveridge,
825.000
confident that if you are a man who
of Indiana, Is known variously as
Later In our conversation he told Rochester Theological seminary
700,000
New York Teachers' college
me how full his days were of busiwants the best money can buy we will
the "Wasp f the Wabash," and the
600,000
John Hopkins hospital
"Hoy Orator;" Mr. Allison, of Iowa,
ness duties. "Really," said he, "I
600,000
have your trade.
Recorded gifts to other colleges
who always counsels conservatism
am Just as busy as I have ever been
3,000,000
Y. M. C. A.'s and other institutions . .
and compromise and will never make
in my life."
1,000,000
Miscellaneous gifts estimated
an admission even as to the weather,
He told me that he had created
3,000,000
Is designated as "Soft Pedal;"
for himself a secondary Interest
the
Total of above list
when he was mastering his oil busiresemblance of Mr. Carter, of Mon$86,026,000
Other notable gifts to education Include those of Andrew Carnegie to tana, to the pictures of "Uncle Sam"
ness. This secondary business was
different Institutions, about $28,000,0 00.
to give, for the uplifting of his felhave given that appellation to the
-Mrs. Leland Standford, to Stanford university, $20,000,000.
Montana Benator; on account of his
low countrymen, of the fortune he'
Cecil Rhodes, English and Amerlcal scholarships, $10,000,000.
great wealth, Mr. Clnrk, of Montana,
had accumulated In his business. He
P. A. B. Wldener, Memorial Training School for Crippled Children. is known a the "Copper King" and
called this giving "work."
He told
me that he was In his office at 9 $9,000,000.
"Croesus;" Mr. Wetmore, of Rhode
Stephen Glrard, Glrard college, $8,000,000.
a. m and frequently his duties with
Island, who never makes a speech,
Geo. Peabody, $7,000,000.
his secretary were not complete at
"th Silent ManU" Mr. Pettus, of
W. M. Rice, $6,000 ,000.
nightfall.
Alabama, the senate's patriarch, "Old commenced and at the long session
Marshall Field, $5,000,000.
His recreation and pleasure was In
ConfuclouB;" Mr. Bacon, of Georgia, of the next congress It Is the purD. B. Fayerweather, $4,000,000.
golf, but he even economizes this
"Ham and
;" Mr. Nelson, of Min- pose to scrutinize these "specials"
pleasure. He will not, for Instance,
nesota, as "Hardhead;" Mr. Black- and their work closely and strike
neglect his "business" even for this pose, he would have reduced
burn, of Kentucky, "Thunder Joe;" as many as possible off the payrolls.
the gift makes it appalling; Is that
PLEASANTLY 6ITCATED.
Mr. Aldrlch, of Rhode Island,
loved recreation.
He said that he to $31,999,000.
the This show how easy, comparatively.
000th
of
the
population
entire
of the republican
often felt that he would like to be
leader,
"The
Smooth It Is to run up Uncle Sam' payroll
I asked him if he knew how great United States and its island posses
EASY TO REACn.
how difficult it Is, once a maximore en the links.
his fortune was; also If he knew his sions is able to give away this enor Boss;" Mr. Patterson, of Colorado, and
mum ha been reached, to reduce
Mr. Rockefeller employs a woman income.
"Smiling
Tom;"
Mr.
Heybum,
of
REI.EIVES PAIN.
these mous sum and have as much or even Idaho, "Mr. Pickwick;" Mr.
secretary. She has an assistant. In questions. HeButdid not answer
Dolliver, expenditure.
I was Inform- more left.
1
each of his homes he has an office ed by one of hislater
Iowa,
Young
of
BUILDS VP THE SYSTEM.
Demonsthenes;"
"the
Thirty-tw- o
friends
million dollars Is more Mr. Burrows, of Michigan, "the Coand the secretaries travel with him. that every dollar ofconfidential
acIs
his
fortune
than
value
the
of
In
coal
mined
the
CURES RHEUMATISM.
BASE BALL DOPE
There Is not a dollar of the many counted for to him.
Orator;" Mr. Depew, of New
state of West Virginia In one year. lumbia
millions that he has given and Is
York, "Our Chauncey," and the
D. Rockefeller does care for
John
CURES KIDNEY AILMENTS.
In
silver
dollars,
If
by
laid
side
giving away that Is not accounted for public opinion. He feels himself gen"Jokesmith;" Mr. Money, of Mississide, It would reach farther
than
by Mr. Rockefeller personally.
sippi,
Clay,
Mr.
"Cash;"
Georgia,
of
up
recent
summing
a
In
of what
erally misunderstood.
CURES DIABETES.
He believes from Cincinnati to New York, or "Pompadour;"
When a new religious or college that he has gained his wealth
Mr. Lodge, of Massa- the Pueblo Indiana will be the coming
legiti- farther than from Detroit to New
building is donated, for Instance, Mr. mately
chusetts,
CURES INDIOESTION.
.
Mr.
"The
Scholar;"
Hale,
..
folof
summer,
Manager
Seele
has
the
and
It is his Just right York, or farther than from London
Rockefeller takes the time to look and duty to that
Maine, "the Scolder," and Mr. Frye, lowing to say about his short stop
dispose of it as he is. to Berlin.
CURES DROPSY.
over the plans. He Is most particular He believes that he is doing
president
protem of the senate, ,and second base material, which in
'j? "
God's
If the sum were to be transported "Grandpa."
that the money is not wasted or used work according to the dictates of
cludes ' winger cornan, who was a
In
his
silver,
would
over
it
900
take
extravagantly.
favorite with the local tans last
conscience.
wagons of 2,000 pounds (avoirdupois)
Hundreds of begging letters are adHoot as IrMileiituU PoMibltlty.
From personal observation I am' capacity to carry It.
ACCOMMODATIONS
FIRST
dressed to Mr. Rockefeller each day. able to stato it as a fact that the
"There are Several candidates for"
Senator Murray Crane, of Massad
The sum is
of the total
These are received and read first keenest desire of John D. Rockefel property
CLASS.
chusetts,
position
the
one of the keen politicians
of short stop and second
valuation
of the wealthy
by his secretary.
She has general ler is 10 De understood and appre- new
of the republican side of the upper base. These are Artlo Bader, Roy
state of Oklahoma.
as to the matters In ciated
instructions
chamber,
Corhan,
Clair Head and Mike Ryan.
has been quietly at work
and have
favor and esIt is eiual to all the $3.50 gold
which her employer Is interested. teem of his fellow the
countrymen.
.
pieces coined In the United States for several weeks endeavoring to ac While Corhan is the only short stop
Soc Santa Ve Agent for round
Such letters as she believes will inIn
the
bunch,
curately sound the sentiment of the
Bader will probably
ud to 1905.
terest him Bhe reads to him. Others WHAT DOES THE SUM
'
trip
rates, good for thirty days.
up
stronger
to
have
,'
show
than either
of his party on the subject of
I. lit Is more thnn ha onlna.1 ,r.i,i men
are destroyed.
Ryan or Head to remain on the key
presidential
candidates
for
1908.
OF
all
$32,000,000
of
the
nlckies
ever
MEAN?
coined.
It can be definitely stated that
It could pay the wage of a stand- Recently the subject of his inquiries stone bag."
What does the sum of $32,000,000
Rockefeller has never lost his sense
ing
army of 200,000 men for one has been Secretary of State Root, ' The Morencl Leader thinks that
mean
amount
the
which John D.
of proportion In regard to money.
and because of the Inquiries being professional base ball is dead at Clifyear.
Rockefeller
given
has
to educaJust
A million dollars to him is a full
The towns have
in this direction there is ton and Morencl.
la
equal
to
It
tion?
of the apropounded
million dollars. When he gave this
had much experience with professuspicion
in
rethe
minds
some
of
net
earnings
of
all
the
national
banks publican
$32,000,000 he had figured that every
The figure seems overpowering
leaders that the president sional ball players, and the citizens
dollar of it was being rightly ap- and it is rightly so but relatively in 1900.
V
has
to put Secretary Taft do not enjoy their society very much.
TTT
determined
provide
It
could
the
necessaries
plied, according to his plans. If his It Is not always stupendous.
of on
write us for Catalogue ot
It Is life breadstuff,, meats, dairy
supreme
court and make Sec- There are lots of good ball player In
the
figures had shown that $1,000 less only
and retary Root his successor
of the estimated garden products,
two
towns,
Is
probable
the
It
and
that
PLOWS & ALL KINDS OF FARM MACHINERY
In the presiother food, cloth- dential office.
might have accomplished the pur-- wealth of the United States. What
there will be many games played by
ing, metals and miscellaneous
arplayer
summer,
local
next
and
that
It Is significant to note In this conticles, based on the per capita connection that while there Is a wide- the games will be more enjoyed than
Doesn't it stand to reason, sumption In 1906, for 34,321 people. spread
belief in many sections of the the professional game.
is equivalent to the census poputhat for perfect' health, the This
lation of such towns as Knoxville, country that Mr. Root,
though he Is, would
human system must be kspt Tenn.; McKeesport, Pa., and Topeka, and
make a candidate around whom It
pure and clean, inside as well Kans.
OF THE
It would almost pay the public would be difficult to rally an enthuas outside?
debts of Chicago and Buffalo to siastic party. This feeling Is caused
'
...... V.:
V
AT
by the belief that Mr. Root Is too
Then take Cascarets, the gether.
.....1 , .... ,
policies
world-famoand too
It would pay the salary of the conservative in his
Bowel Medicine
distant in his personal relations with
president for 640 years.
la the Secret of
and system-cleaner- s,
will
that
the people. Mr. Crane, from all re- CAPITAL $100,000 PREMIER- MIS'-1- ;,
COMPLETE HEALTH.
ports, is not meeting with much enhelp you KEEP CLEAN
MILLING & LEASING
IF WOMEN ONLY KNEW
WAGON REPAIRS AND BLACKSMITH SUPPLIES
couragement In wounding sentiment
COM PAN Y INCORPORATED
INSIDE.
distinguished
regard
to
with
the
New
a Heap of Happiness It Would
J. K.UKBER & CO., WHOLESALE
3
The bod of man is the WhatBring
Yorker.
to Albuquerque Home.
The following articles of incorpora- (J ALBUQUERQUE.' N. N.
mi nwiv i n otUciy
i , y
most perfect and delicate mechanism in existence, and the bast
tion have been filed In the office of
SHvjlals
to
Hard
do
housework
MihIiIIckoiiio
to Go.
with an achTerritorial Secretary J. W. Raynoids:
OBSTRUCTION or accumulation of filth in any part of it, will ing back.
company.
Cimarron Construction
The house committee on appropria
make it hobble, move IRREGULARLY and SPASMODICALLY,
Brings you hours of misery at leis- tions is seeking a remedy for what it Principal place of business at Cimarand if not attended to promptly may stop the machine altogether. ure or at work.
believes to be one of the great evils ron, Colfax county. Territorial agent
If women only knew the cause
that has come Hlout with the gen-er- Oscar H. CoRgrove at Cimarron. CapAlbuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
that
Isn't that plain common sense to any person that has had
expansion of ihe functions of the ital stock, 1100.000, divided Into one
Backache pains come from sick various exeeutlw departments, an thousand shares of the par value of
any experience with machinery of human invention, from the kidneys,
MALL, Propria tor
R
evil which seems ' ) have been neces- $100 each, commencing business with
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore. Coal and Lumber Carssewing: machine to the triple-expansiengine? All the parts,
Twoald save much needless woe.
sary outgrowth of the rapid develop- 12.000. Object, general utility work.
Ings.
Pulleys. Grade Bars. Babbit Metal; Columns anJ Shaft.
joints, connections, gearings, must be kept absolutely pure and
Doaa's Kidney mils cure sick kid- ment of the many bureaus, where Duration, tlfty years. Incorporators,
Iron
Fronts
for Buildings.
neys.
K.
Pelphrey, Oscar H.
there was no wavhful eye over the Samuel
clean to get the best results. A careless, untidy engineer is a
mm
mud
Albuquerque people endorse this:
Mmohlnmry
m
Chailes Springer and Frederexpenditures.
poolmltw
The edict has gone
failure and will lose his job.
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Mrs. J. H. Smith, of 115 Hunlng forth that the laitfe army of "Spec- ick Whitney, all of Cimarron.
Albuquerque. N. M.
avenue,
Albuquerque
Mining,
(J.
Milling and
The Premier
H. Smith, ials" as they are termed, are to be
Nature has been kind to us by handing over to us to be occupied dursheriff), says: "Every womau separated from the public service. Leasing company. Principal place of
ing our earthly existence, an almost automatic, elastic mechanism, that will deputy
who
baa
New
In
had
single
Mexico at Sliver City,
backache for a month There is not a
bureau of the business
run itself if only properly cared for.
.. . government
BO fiAVerA
thllt fiVHrtf
mntroma,
county. Territorial
agent,
- d es not carry on Its (rant
1. ..it. u (,
that
AIT that She asks, is that the body be supplied
duo
"
with "Pure Food fuel
hurt and she never knew the' pay rolls a number of these "special Charles W. Marriott, at Silver City.
of the right kind, applied in the right way, that a lubricant be furnished made
moment but the slightest srtaln ou agents" of one Sitt or another. Ten Capital stock, liOO.000, divided Into
WE FILL
tor the joints, muscles, nerves through the marvelous distributing and
g
me rauBcies of the back brought a years ago there were 163 of these five hundred thousand shares of the
system of arteries and veins, and that all parts of the engine be used twinge
PRESCRIPTIONS RIGHT
which could only be described special agents employed by the gov- par value of II each, amount actually
for the purposes intended without undue strain.
as excruciating. Is more than pleased ernment and there was a good rea- issued 1253.803. Object, general min203 WEST RAILROAD
when she finds a means to at first son given at thru time for the em- ing business. Duration, twenty years.
At Consistent
But, when little mistakes are made in eating and drinking, with perh-ji- s
NEXT 10 BANK OF
ployment of every one. Figures re- The company was organized under
excessive exertion, there is a liability of a stoppage in the natural cleansing check such attacks and then radicall
dispose of them. When suffering from cently compiled !y the clerks of the the laws of Colorado and filed amendPrfces
process, and you are liable to become UNCLEAN INSIDE.
COMMERCE.
hnckache I procured Doan's Kidney appropriation committees of the two ed articles of Incorporation to comThat means obstruction, stoppage cf the normal functions, fermentaFills and they stopped the annoyance. houses show that the number of these ply with the laws of New Mexico.
tion poisoning of the blood by your own decaying sewage, and a .liability
Since then I have had no necessity to employes and i .1 are usually high
of the development of any of hundreds of serious diseases.
How'l ThtsT
use Doan's Kidney mils nor any oth- priced men ha;- - Jumped from that
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
offer One Hundred Dollars Reward
Cathartic are Vagrant, sweet, mild but effective little er medicine for aching across the inodi tit total of n years ago to more forWeany
iCt"CJtTVM
andZ
case
of Catarrh that cannot It
,1
l.
somethou-ii'of
small
and
were
the
that
by
bark."
than three
cured
Hull
compounded from pure, harmless, vegetable sub-s- i.
Catarrh Cure. t
J.
For sale by all dealers. Price B0 thing like 7,5O'0O0 is required to IHKNKV & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
r.ces, under a Pure Drug of their own. in 1896.
LIVERY. SALE. FEED AND
These tablets proved to cents.
Headquarters for Low Prices
We, the undersigned, have known V.
Eoster-Mllbur- n
t c the greatest lubricators for the Bowels
fori
Co., Buffalo, maintain this
ever discovered,
J. Cheney fur tliu last 16 years, and
TRANSFER STAULES.
at the same N. Y., solo agents
complaints
timj
have
rrr.e a destroyer of disease germs in the whole alimentaryand(food)
some
For
for the United
lellive him perfectly honoralile in all
on Leather, Paints, Varnishes.
cnal. States.
tiuttlnesa transactions and financially able Horses and Mules Ilought and Ex
that to
been coining to congressmen
1 at. v have now a sale of over a million boxes a month.
carry
any obligations made liy hu
out
Hio
various
agents
bureaus
Brushes and Jap-a-la- c
special
of
Remember
They are a pure, reliable, means of keeping the system
name
changed.
the
Doan's and
Wauling, Klnnttn & Marvin,
clean r,rev-t- -:
take no other.
were meddling v. r h the business and hrm. Wholesale KrugKlxts,
Tuleilo,
O.
, lA diseases arising from accumulations
iq
in Constipation, and al-re.iev-- 1
408 Wist Railroad Avnua
Hall's Catarrh Cure in taken Internally, BEST TOURNOUT.S IV THE CITT
private and donu itic affairs of govend aiding the cure of chronic conditions after they have deve'eued
acting directly ujion the blood and mu- tiecond Street, between Railroad and
lulling IN .,.
ernment employ s and officials in cous
neglect.
1.:
Hurfucea
ayslern.
of
Testimonial
the
you
nre acquainted with anyone which they ha 1 no Interest whatever, sent free. J'rlce ToC.
If
Copper Avenue.
fOSERY FKODL'CTS
I'e-iitoday to watch your conditions, be careful of your iood and -- v. who
I'er buttle. Hold by
is troubled with this distressing and that In a b" neral way they had all lruKKlHts.
of living and ltam to lake precaution of ' Keeping Clca.i 1
f
you
can do him no greater developed them- - 'ves into a common
ailment
Take Hall s Family I'llls for constlpa,
'
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
.
with Cascarets. Buy a litt'.e 10c. box from your own drug-'- i t
FRl'lT AX1) SHAM-TKEKS,
favor than to tell him to try Cham- - nuisance. Membeis of the commit- tlon.
Take
LAXATIVE BKOMO Quinine MIRlllS, Vli:s AND FI.OWF.RS.
be convinced and join our MILLIONS OF FRIENDS. "
l.erlain's Salve. It gives Instant re- - tee know they an do little In the
Our
HOUGH
DltY work aon's liave Tablets. Druggists refund money if ISLY OF SO.MK ONE YOU KNOW.
,VC s"re 10 ' Ctt Wllat You Aik i- or"
the Genuine, every tablet stamped lief. Price 25 cents per box. Sold way of weeding out the evil at this to be washed over.
..
Imperial Laun- It falls to cure. E. W. GKOVB'S X. V. ALtiF.H, 124 SO. WALTtK
by all druggists.
session, but the agitation has been dry Co.
79
signature Ig on each box. 2Sc.
stiu.'Et.

Not only means the Best
Shoes but it stands equally
for honest advertising.

3000 Pairs Men's
Fine Shoes
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Ing of the heads of the state departments and creates
a department that will be open to business at all times
other state departments are open. All property In the
state will be assessed and taxed by this commission.
Two members will be from the party In power and the
third member will be from the minority party.

In the recent German elections there were 11,110,- 000 votes cast. Of these the socialists cast 3,251,000,
or very nearly
Tet they lost more than
RIO GRANDE IRRIGATION
twenty members of the relchstag, reducing their repreEl Paso Herald Rives the following as the sentation to forty-thred
of the
With about
Hat us of the Elephant butte reservoir situation:
h
votes cast, they get about
of the representa
As Is well known, the government Is now at work tion. It Is quite evident that the election laws of Geron the big diversion dam at Penasco rock, New Mex-Ic- a, many very badly need revising.
This Initial unit
about sixty miles north of here.
f the project will cost $200,000, and the water will be
0(X000XX0X)0(XXX)0000X)0000
available from the new dam and canals this spring.
EDUCATIONAL FACTS BROUGHT
appropriation
The remainder of the project awaits the
of funds to carry It on.
.
OUT BY ROCKEFELLER'S GIFT
The whole project will cost $7,200,000, and the flrst
under
will,
Mexico
appropriated.
$200,000 has been
the treaty, receive a substantial share of the water to
The gift of Mr. Rockefeller of $32,000,000 to the
be stored In the big reservoir and relensed as needed. General Education Hoard combined god Judgment with
government,
States
United
the
It Is deemed fair that
unexampled generosity. The
through Its trained
to carry out the treaty provisions, appropriate $1,000,- - experts Is enabled to study theboard
whole field of education
000 out of the treasury, to be expended on the project and to put money
"where It will do the most good."
for the benefit of Mexico.
No private giver can do this preliminary work except
re
present
money
the
in
available at
There Is no
by organizing for himself a similar agency of
clamation fund Itself, to apply toward the Rio Grande
project. Hence the projeet as a whole will have to wait
Five allotments made by the board fit the special
several years until the fund accumulates from sales of
public lands and from amounts repaid by settlers under meeting which received the notice of Mr. Rockefeller's
give some Idea of the extend of Its activicompleted projects that Is, unless congress can be ln endowment money
goes to strengthen small colleges in
ties. The
money
necessary
as
a
loan
appropriate
the
to
duced
Ohio, Indiana, Iowa, Wisconsin and Pennsylvania
Just
to
fund,
be
from the general fund to the reclamation
kind of colleges whose work, modest in the Inrepaid to the treasury direct In the same way as the the
dividual case but vast In the aggregate, the new lirltlsh
reclamation fund Itself Is rotated.
ambassador, Mr. Bryce, highly praises In his great work
on the American democracy.
The contrast between the wealth of the cities and
THE SALTON SEA
states
of the north and the frontier conditions of the
utter
to
ready
Some of the wise men of the east are
south and west gives such a board its opportunity.
their Ipse dexit that the Salton sea has had no effect In The enrolment of sttidents everywhere lrdlu lolal lloloal
the rainfall In Arixona and New Mexico recently. One of eager general desire for education. It is lowest in
them reasons very learnedly on the subject, and yet does Louisiana, Arizona and Rhode Island in the last case
not know that the Salton sea would be larger than the only because of much adult Immigration. It is pro
Utah Salt lake. Another flrst states that the Gulf of portlonally highest In Idaho, Washington
and North
California, has no climatic effect on the regions adjacent Dakota.
thereto, and then argues that therefore the Salton tea
But In the number of weeks' schooling a year which
could have none.
v
the
different states are able to give and In the prohas
been
there
But not In the recollection of man
no Gulf of California, therefore It Is Impossible for any vision of equipment there is -- a great disproportion.
New York City alone spends nore money on public
one to know what effect that gulf has. If It could be
schools
than Is spent in all Pennsylvania; more than
com
might
be
entirely removed, the conditions then
In the fourteen states from Delaware to Louisiana Inpared with the records of conditions now, and from that clusive. The amount of money per
inhabitant raised for
comparison could be learned whether the gulf hag any public educntlon for a few typical states
follows:
way.
climatic Influence, but In no other
per capita,
captla,
Per
There are records when there was no Salton sea,
1903-State.
1903-State.
there are records of conditions since the sea has been Massachusetts
$5.42 Louisiana
$1.0$
and
Bhow,
can
forming. Comparison of these records
New York
84
5.63 South Carolina
that alone can do so, whether the Salton sea would New Jersey
64
4.29 Alabama
affect conditions climatically. This Is what the people Illinois
4.18 Georgia
96.
want the wise men of the east to do compile and com North Dakota
6.25 Virginia
1.11
pare the necessary data, and thus scientifically arrive at
In the face of thesa figures It Is no wonder that
the fact. We can do the dogmatic asserting for our In 1904 the average number of years' schooling of each
selves.
Inhabitant was twice as great In the northern as In the
southern states. ' Yet in proportion to their material
A man In Duluth wanted license to conduct an em resources the southern states have provided most genployment agency, and applied therefor to the city coun erously for schools, the expense for each Inhabitant
ell. The chief of police was asked In open council to having more than doubled since 1880.
The disproportion between the resources of unl
tell the members what he knew of the applicant. Chi
Troyer replied: "Do I understand you to say that you versltles and colleges In the different sections is quite
want me to tell the aldermen of this city who Joseph as striking. Those of the North Atlantic states enjoy
Sheeny Is? Is it possible that there Is anyone In thts an Income of $11,000,000 a year, those of the South
council who does not know Joseph Sheehy? Why, he Atlantic states only $2,620,000. The north central divihas blackguarded every official in the city hall, every sion colleges have $11,469,000 a year, those of the southalderman that ever sat In the city council and every ern central division $2,333,000, those of the western divimember of the police department." It Is needless to sion, aside from California, $1,416,000.
The Income from Mr. Rockefeller's past and pressay that Mr. Sheehy was refused the desired license
This occurred during the present week. It shows that ent gifts to the general board, some $2,500,000 a year,
The doctrine la does not look large when compared with the $376,000,-00- 0
human nature is everywhere akin.
that the country spends on public schools. But
.lovely, that when smitten on one cheek you should
meekly turn the other: that the more a fellow abuses it Is mors than the entire income from all sources,
you and despltefully uses you, the more you should public and private, of all the colleges in ten far westlove him; that when he has tried to rob you of your ern states and territories, more than that of the colreputation, you should show your gratitude for his ef leges In nine southern central states and more than that
forts by showering upon him every blessing at your of eight southern Atlantic states other than Marycommand. This, we say, la lovely, but human nature land.
Such a sum used wisely year after year to help
has not yet gotten up to that standard. In this present,
very-daworking world, anyone Is a fool to expect education where Its present support Is weakest may do
good in a republic whose
anything from those whom he has persistently and almost Incalculable
Upon
depends
the intelligence of Its citizens.
maligned.
viciously
New York World.
one-thir-
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A meeting of the New, Mexico Good
Roads association is to be held at
Santa Fe next Monday, and R. W.
Iladden, of this city, has been appointed a delegate to the gathering
No subject
by Governor Hagerman.
can possibly be more interesting to
the people of this territory than this
one of good roads, in which at the
present time this part of the country
Is sadly deficient.
There Is little
doubt that the near future will witness considerable activity along road
building lines In the immediate vicinity of Albuquerque, and It Is to be
hoped that the meeting of Monday
will contribute valuable suggestions
on the subject.
Governor Hagerman has recently been Invited to appoint five delegates from this territory to the national congress of state
highway commissioners and others
Interested In the subject, to be held
at Pittsburg on March 12, at which
time will be present a number of experts who will discuss the most approved and
methods of
highway
construction,
and from
whom the delegates will undoubtedly
acquire considerable knowledge on
the subject.

The Cltisen does not attempt
merits or demerits of the bill for
new county of Foraker, leaving that
lature, which can thoroughly Inform

to pass

upon

the

the creation of the
matter to the legls

itself In the matter,
However, The Citizen objects to the name on both gen
eral and speclflo reasons. Why give a county the name
of any individual, when there Is such an abundance or
"beautiful and appropriate Indian and Spanish terms
among which to make choice? And this objection applies to Garfield, Quay and a number of like character.
The specific reason Is that New Mexico owes nothing
whatever to the name or services of Senator Foraker.
"New Mexico would be a state today, had he hot inflicted
upon us the outrage of having our political status determined without our consent by a handful of Arizona
voters.

WILLIAM MclNTOSH, Preildtnl

--

Second and

Copper

Axminster, Velvet, Smyrna
or Body. Brussels.

SOLOMON LUNA,

T. C. NEAD, Treasurer sod

I

Maarer

For the
Best Line off

Mi
I ,

the light In which it is viewed at the
respective places. There will be entertainment liquid iwid otherwise
for all who make the trip and out
of
side of the serious consideration
county changes, the excursion will be
In the nature of a pleasure party. If
nothing more, this trip will display to
advantage the great development of
coming
the Estancla valley the
farming district of New Mexico.
The legislators will take along sev
eral translators and stenographers
and those who nre married, may take
their 'wives. It is understood here
that Representative Beach of Otero
county is making strenuous efforts to
get married before the train starts,
He asked the house for permission to
take his "best girl," but was sternly
frowned down and Informed that it
was up to him to "get married" or
go alone. He will probably go alone.

ABSURD PROPOSAL AGAINST
?
ADVERTISING BY COMMISSION

The congressional agents for the railroads, who
aspire to control the newspapers and magazines of the
country, propose in their new poBtal law to rigidly
limit the amount of advertising which i periodical may
print.
This means that these congressional agents for the
of the periodical press
raiiroads and editors-in-chihave as little concern for the general business Interests of the country at large as they have for the busi
ness Interests of the postoftlce department.
While permitting the railroads to rob the depart
California's enterprising cltlsens are making a de- ment through exorbitant rates for transporting the
termined effort to offset the advertising they have re- mails, they are ready to restrict the business men of
ceived from the earthquake and Japanese school mudd'a the country in their right to promote business.
by lnvstlng a large sum of money In calling attention to
d
of business.
Advertising has become the
the state's resources and advantages through advertlsn-ment- s To arbitrarily restrict It is to arrest commercial
In newspapers, magazines and other mediums of
publicity In the country east of the Rocky mountains.
The average manufacturer or merchant who does
The work Is being done In a systematic manner, as all business honestly, whose goods depend upon their merit
advertising should be. by the Development society ol and whose success depends upon his energy in making
California, an organization formed for the purpose. It their merit widely known, wants all the publicity he
la the announced purpose of the society to spend at can get Indeed, it is as necessary to the expansion of
least $500,000 in advertising the state. And yet there his business as sunlight is to the growth of a plant.
are some who think New Mexico should cease from adAnd it is this average business man, who is the
vertising her resources and advantages at the present bone and sinew of the country's trade, who wants as
opportune time.
many people as possible to know his methods and appreciate them it Is this man whom this new law reThe Citizen has received the report of the New stricting advertising will hit in a vital spot.
Mexico insane asylum for 1907. It shows this greatest
Can there be even a suggestion of sense In such a
of all our territorial Institutions to be In good condition regulation?
Is this the way to encourage business men who arc
and well managed. The number of patients has increased from 11S to 159, yet the cost of maintenance building up this country by promoting the distribution
has been reduced per patient from $97.49, for food of products?
Ho long ns the postal committees of congress are
supplies, to $93.28, while the total expense per patient
Steward unable, to put the postoftlce Itself on a business basis,
has been reduced from $607.10 to $486. SI.
George W. Ward has largely Improved over his previous would It not be well for them to keep their hands off
wonderful success in farming and gardening with the of the private affairs of the country's successful busl
d
patients. The Insane asylum Is prop ness men?
aid of
erly the subject of pride to every citizen of the terri
aoooooooooooooooooo
tory.
S CREED THAT WILL DO TO LIVE
New York Sun: By raising thj "dead line" or ag
limit to entrance Into its employment, from 35 to 45 8
AND LABOR BY EVERYWHERE
the Pennsylvania railroad does a mighty sensible and sXXXC00XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXCK?sj
The Infant phenomenon, marvelencouraging thing.
ous boys and young captains of industry have become
(This Is the Cornell creed, according to a Cornell
a weariness. If life Is growing longer, It Is the mote university professor, who has his version on his desk
foolish to put men on the blacklist Just as they have where he can look at it when he works):
really shed their milk teeth. If men are "old" ut 85,
I believe In the stuff I am handing out, in the firm
what is to be done with a large part of the raec? I urn working for, and In my ability to get results.
Should it be eaten, in the ancient New Zealand fashion
I believe that honest stuff can be passed out to
or supported by the young? Veal Is excellent, but It ' honest men by honest methods.
possible to have too much of it.
I believe In working, not weeping: In Boosting, not
knocking, and In the pleasure of my job.
I believe that a man gets what he goes after; that
The Judiciary committee of the house has reported
to congress that the regulation of woman and child one deed done today is worth two deeds tomorrow, and
labor rests with the police power of tho various states that no man Is down and out until he has lost faith
and Is not a proper subject for federal legislation or in himself.
1 believe in today and
the work I am doing, In
regulation. It Is difficult for the ordinary man to see
why the products of woman und child lubor cannot be tomorrow and the work I hope to do, and in the sure
Interdicted from interstate commerce Just as Impure reward which the future holds.
I believe in courtesy, in kindness, in generosity, In
foods have been interdicted.
good cheer, in friendship and honest competition.
I believe there Is something doing somewhere for
The Kansas legislature has before it a bill creating
a state tax commission of three members. It abolishes every man ready to do It.
I believe J am ready right now.
the present board of assessment and taxation consist- able-bodie-

Corner

prompts purchases of rugs and carpets here. It's easy to tell you that,
perhaps harder to prove. Our only
object In inserting this ad. is to get
you to call here and put us to any
reasonable test as to rug value any
floor covering you to be the Judge
as to designs and figures selling figures, we mean.

Ruggs, Ranges, Furniture.

(Continued from Page One.)

0000000C000

life-bloo-

getting to be more and more appreciated by those who pride themselves on the beauty and comfort of
their homes. Therefore, in furnishing your parlor do not be misled by
any display of over embellished furniture, but select the styles which
show that simplicity of elegance
which marks the truly artistic.
Is
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Delegates to Meet on Monday
at Santa Fe and Later
at Pittsburg.
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in Albuquerque
See Ours

WlGlNTOSH HARDWARE CO.
responsible for the slight indisposition of Representative Price Walters
of San Juan county.
to marry a
Any lady desiring
handsome, able and active member

'
Another "Old Palace" Kill Introduced awaiting her if she applied before the
'
to Torrance county. Mr. Beach
Mr. Abbott of Colfax county be- trip
Is
to aspire to matrimonial honlieves he has the solution to the orssaid
if the house absolutely Insists that
question of disposing of the old Palcan't take "some other fellow's
ace, which until later days had been he
girl."
the seat of government In New Mex- wife or his best
ico for over 300 years.
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN.
Mr. Abbott Introduced in the house
Owing to the interior improvea bill which has for Its purpose the ments
now being made in our store,
forming of "The Old Governor's Palwe have decided to reduce our stock
ace Ladies' Association."
to make more room
This association, Mr. Abbott pro- of pianos soanyas possibility
of marring
and avoid
poses, should consist of ten memthe pianos during the progress of the
bers; five of whom should be members ot old Spanish families of New work. During the next ten days we
Mexico. They should be appointed by will quote special figures on all our
the governor the bill provides and pianos. It will pay you to investitwo should hold office for one year gate now. Call or write.
LEARNARD & LINDEMANN.
when new members should be ap206 West Gold Avenuepointed. Two should hold office for
two years and etc. Five, the bill proJUST A WORD TO YOU.
vides, should reside In Santa Fe and
It may be that you have been cofi,
the other five be residents of the ter- slderlng
the advisability of purpna-In- g
ritory of New Mexico from other
a piano. If so, we ask you to
points. The bill takes care of
L. Bradford
Prince's Historical so- Inspect our line of pianos now, as we
ciety by giving it plenty of rooms in will reduce our large stock in order
all that portion of the Pulace to the to make more room in our store dureast ot the main entrance. It also ing the progress of Improvements
provides that this board can lease now under way. Ask for our special
rooms to the city council of Santa Fe, terms and prices.
LEARNARD & LINDEMANN,
the School of Archaeology, the post- 206 West Gold Avenue.
office, etc. If all the people and in
stitutions and relics together with
FEE'S PEERLESS HOME-MADthe Ben Hur i'dom and the old SpanAT WALTON'8 DRUG
ish reception room, were crowded un- CANDIES,
STORE.
as
Old
Palace
the
roof
of
der the
proposed by Mr. Abbott of Colfax
STUAWBKRR1KS, GHAl'E FRUIT
county there Is some speculation as TAXGKRINi:S,
PINKAPPLKS, Oil- to whether the roof would go up or AXGRS,
AT
FRESH COCOANUTS
the walls would fall out. It is gen- THE MONARCH TODAY.
erally conceded, however, that some
thing would have to give. The rentals from all these various persons
and Institutions are to go to the re
pair and maintenance fund for the
Old Palace, according to the provis
ions of the bill. It might be necessary
BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
to rebuild the "Old Palace" In order
$6.50
PER TON
to give more room for the inhabitants.
BLOCK
BEST AMERICAN
The bill went to the capltol commit
$6.50
PER TON
tee.

J. D. Eakia, President
G. Gloml, Vice President.

Ctxs. Mellnl, Secretary
Treaiarer.

O. Bacbecbi,

Consolidated Liquor Company
Successors to
MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI A GIOMI.
WMOLMBALK DKALKRB IN

i

Wines. Liquors and Cigars
avarythlag la stock to outfit tho
most fastidious bar oomplota

Wa koop

Have been appointed exclusive agents In the Southwest for Joe, ft,
Schlltz, Wm. Lemp and St Louis A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone,
Green River, W. H. McBrayer's Cedar Brook, Louis Hunter, T, J. Monarch, and other standard brands of whleklea too numerOua to mention,
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But sell the straight article as received by us from the best !aerles,
Distilleries and Breweries In the United Stat s. Call and Inspect ov
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List,
issued to dealers only.
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HEAT with the
Whole of it.
COOK with

Half of

thk

Cheap,
Economical.

Captain Kuppe, father of the bill
to abolish gambling and foremost ora
tor of the house, did not speuK on
The American Flag" or why the sol
diers should shoot on Sunday at
Thursday's session.

There is a new song which Is fast
gaining popularity among the legisla
tors In the capital. It Is entitled
Oh Where Was Sulxor When tne
Ught Went Out?"
Why didn't the governor veto house
Joint resolution No. 5 for the auui
tlonal pay of employes and contingent
expenses?

The Albuquerque

Gas, Electric Light
and Power Go.
Corner
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Simple,
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Gold

Fourth and
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Phone Red 08
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BIG LOAD OF MILL WOOD
$2.25 AND $2.75
FOR

John

S.

502 SOUTH

Beaven

FIRST STREET.

(Eighty-fiv- e

Conceded today to be the best in the world

Chickering & Sons Pianos
...SOLO ONLY BY THE...

BAT MORE

wants to give

Prince
the old Palace or most of it to the
liiHiorhal society of Santa Fe, of
which he is Dresldent.
Speaker Baca wants to give it to
the cliy for a city hall.
Mr. Abbott of Santa Fe wants to
give It to the Mount Vernon associa
tion.
w ants It to become a
J mine
national monument and tho seat of
M,:l
an American school of archaeology.
Mr. Abbott of Colfax wants to turn
it over to ten women who are expectof foods
ed (?) to agree on how It ought to be of the most nutritious
run afler it is filled with occupants Rood, wholesome bread and less of
and note your gnln
the
and relics.
In health. Ditto In money saving, beHon. T. B. Catron is missed from cause bread Is chenper than meats
just as gratifying
the floor of the assembly. It doesn't and
to the appetite. To get the best bread
seem like home.
and other flour products, always orThere Is some wonder as to wheth- der HL'TTKIt CKEAM."
er Uttlefleld" Kuppe's latest defense
PIONEER BAKERY,
of the American flag and the NationmTRKsir.
mouTM
al Guard's marksmanship was not
Mi-Fi-
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Years the Standard of Piano Construction)

MUSIC C
WMITHON
(Established 1882.)
Come In and examine our new Holiday Stock. Everything In music
from a talking machine to a Grand Piano Sold on our new easy payment plan.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
116 South Second street.

F. PALMERMeats,
J.
Hay, Grain, Groceries and Fresh
PRUSSIAN POULTRY AND STOCK FOODS, FRUITS AND VEC- TABLES. ORDERS TAKEN AND DELIVERED.
Bot" Phones.
601 North First Street

The St. Elmo
JOSEPH
J 2

BARNETT, Prop'r.

0 West Railroad Avcnoe

Finest Whiskies
Wines, Brandies. Etc.

SAMPLtZ AND
CLUB ROOM
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this way or might be Influenced to
To each of such
come this way.
names thus obtained, Fred Harvey
malls a booklet boosting the Harvey
system and the Santa Fe railway.
Now It Is Mr. Pellows's Idea to do a
little personal boosting for the
by p lacing his personal card,
bearing the Information
mentioned
above, with '.ht booklets sen; out
from Albuquerque.
COUNCILMAN

MIERA FAV

-
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Men Becomo Rich Over Night
Value of Calumet & Arizona
Compared With Other Stock
As remarkable as the
rapid ad
Vance In the shares of the Calumet &

Arizona company from $5 per share
to above 100 per share within a com
paratlvely few weeks when Thomas
F. Cole first became before the cop
per public Is the advance In the shares
of the Denn-ArlzoDevelopment
company In the same camp as the
Calumet & Arizona, says the Boston
News-Burea-

u.

A few weeks ago the stock of
company was soiling at under $10
share. It is now selling at $100

this
per
per

ORS

NEW

TAX

L

Hun. E. A. Mlera, councilman from
Sandoval and Santa Fe counties, came
down from the capital last night. Mr.
Mlera is a staunch supporter of the
proposed new tax bill, which Is now
under consideration of the council as
a committee of the whole. The bill
hns now been under consideration
three days, and according to Mr.
Mlera, it is three-fourtcompleted.
The tax laws of the territory since the
organization of the territory have
been gathered together and worked
over, the better laws worked out and
the bad ones thrown out, and from
conglomeration
this
of confusing
laws will be born a new law so con
cine and simple that it will cover
every phase of taxation and be In
such shape that It may be understood.
Mr. Mlera thinks that the work of
building the new law will' be com
pleted by Monday. It will be passed.

snare, ihe company as a develop
ment proposition has but $750,000
stock, par $10.
The company has thirteen claims
covering 200 acres In the Blsbee camp
which are partly owned in fee and
KILLS
partly under bond and lease, lying im STREET CAR
mediately north of the Junction property of the Superior & Pittsburg com
ALBER'S DAIRY HORSES
pany. Two shafts are being sunk,
One shaft reached the 1000 foot level
a month or so ago and In crosscutting
aifll drifting an immense body of rich
Car No. 3. of the Albuquerque
ore was struck. The details of this Traction company, collided with two
have appeared in the Boston News horses belonging to the Albers dairy
Bureau from time to time.
shortly after 11 o'clock last night,
The experience of this company has In front of Castle Hunlng, in old
very
been
similar to that of the Calu town.
animals were so badly
met & Arizona and the Superior S Injured Both they
had to be killed.
that
Pittsburg companies. There were no The car was In charge
of Conductor
surface indications of the rich ore at Gove
and Motorman Peterson.
The
depth and the success of the Calumet
say that the horses were
& Arizona, and Bonanza Circle prop- - trainmen
running loose and as it was very dark
etles was responsible for the devel they
were not seen until the car was

opment of this property.
h
It is controlled principally by
Interests not identified with the
Cole party. Martin Pattlson is presi
dent, Thomas Barden, vice president;
Zi. C. Shattauk treasurer, and Byron
M. Pattlson,
superintendent.
Trip
above with A. M. Chlsholm, A. Outh
rle and Maurice Denn are the' direc
tors.
Now that the company
has been
successful in demonstrating the riches
beneath its claims, it will reorganize
Into a mining company following the
lines of the Calumet & Arizona. The
new company will have $3,500,000
stock and 3
shares of the new
stock will be given for each share of
development stock and the right to
subscribe to 1 3 new shares at par
$10 for each share of Development
company stock held. At $100 per
share the property Is row celling In
the market for $7,500, 000.
These same
Interests control "the
Shattuck & Arizona Copper Co.
which hns outstanding $2,500,000 of
stock, par $10. This property is lo
cated in the Bisbee camp north of the
Calumet & Arizona. This company
has already developed a valuable
property and its stock is selling In the
market at $54 per share or $13,500
000 for the property.
Last year It produced about
pounds of copper and expects to
more than double this product in the
Du-lut-

1- -3

year

rled main sheet Is one
the many
mysteries of this strange measure.
Supplements must contain in aj.
vertlsements and must be ui plied
only to
matter left uncomWORTHLESS
PAPER plete In complete
the main body of the publication.
The publisher Is required daily to
mflltP mrtnln nalha n n .1 I,. ...in..
Frenchman Put Under $200! he Is also required to furnish under
oatn "SUCH OTHER INFORMATION WITH RESPECT TO THF,
Bond by Judge
PUBLICATION AS THE POSTMASTER GENERAL MAY BT REGUCraig.
LATIONS PRESCRIBE."
The newspaper title and date must
appear
upon every page of every
$20 ON ANCIENT CHECK CAME part, section
or supplement of the
paper.
Newspapers must be folded as the
W. II. Smith Holds Check 4 Days postmaster general may direct.
The present rate of 1 cent a pound
But the Money Never
Is abolished, save for packages weighing not less than 10 pounds.
Came.
The proposed changes are uniformly harassing and burdensonm and
L. J. Bardet, the Frenchman who are avowedly hostile to the developwas arrested lait night on a com- ment and extension of newspapers
plaint charging him with obtaining and magazines.
The postal commission responsible
money under false pretenses, sworn
to by Attorney Thomas Phelan for for this most remarkable measure Is
W. H. Smith, a blacksmith at 219 composed of Penrose, of PennsylvaWest Copper avenue, was this morn- nia; Overstreet, of Indiana; Tarter,
ing given a preliminary hearing be- of Montana; Clay, of Georgia; Gardfore Judge Craig, who, after hearing ner, of New Jersey, and Moon, of
the evidence, bound Bardet over to Tennessee not one of whom has had
await the action of the grand jury in the slightest experience In newspaper
the sum of $200.
Judge Lowery, editing or publishing.
The bill Is now in the house comBardet's attorney, went out to Becure
the bond for his client.
Bardet was mittee on postof flees and post roads.
remanded to the custody of an off-

BARDET BOBS UP WITH

IS IN TROUBLE

icer.

REMARKABLE

POSTAL

BILL

BACA
OFF1CKK

FLOURISHED GUN

HAS

WARRANT

MAN WHO KICKED IN s
LOON DOOR.

FOR
--

Amerleo Picclnlnnl, proprietor of
a saloon and grocery store In th
Highlands, this morning swore out a
warrant against one, Tomas Baca,
whom he charges with threatening
him with a revolver.
Picclnlnnl appeared before Juda-Craig In precinct 28 and related the
circumstances. He said Baca came to
his place last night about 9 o'clock
and kicked In the front door while a
numbers of customers were In the
Place. He had a revolver, which he
flourished and threatened to do Pic
clnlnnl bodily Injury. A warrant was
issued charging Baca with drawing
and flourishing a pistol In. a saloon
and placed In the hands of an officer
for service.
e
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BOOSTING

is This Exquisite Brass Bed
A Value of Values

FOR

Denn-Arlzo-

K

An offering far above what
you have ever known at the
price. Stylish and highly r
tlstle design, having two-Inc- h
tubing In the highly polished
or satin finish; thoroughly well
made, with cross supports and
heavy spindles.

Y. M. C, A.
4

Committee of Influential Business Men Tahe up the Fight.
Bible Study For Students.
Special Correspondence.
Las Cruces, N. M., Feb. 16. At
last the Lns Cruces citizens have seen
the College's greatest need and have
gone to work with a high Ideal before them. They have formed a cltl- xens' committee, consisting of ten or
twelve of the wisest and shrewdest
business men of Las Cruces, who are
laying aside their work and scouring
the country urging everybody to help
the students In their great undertaking, which Is to build themselves a
permanent home.
Money Is being given liberally In
donations ranging from ten to one
thousand dollars each, and It Is hoped
that sufficient funds will be accumu
lated by April 1 to start work on the
building.
One can hardly imagine what ef
fect this organization Is having upon
the students of this Institution. Formally they were a set of unappreclable
beings caring for no one but themselves, and. In fact, very little for
Now, nowhere In the
themselves.
United States Is there a more quiet,
well behaved group of students, who
take pride In themselves and respect
their fellow citizens.
This organization has in Its ranks
more than half of the male element
of the college, who are pursuing a
clean, honest life. The choice mem
bers are being sent to all the boarding houses on Sunday mornings to
conduct Bible classes and to help
those who refuse to become members
During the past
of the organization
few Sundays there have been fifty-fiv- e
or more students In Bible study work
who are dlglng into It and seeking
for Its help.
Several of the International secre
taries have visited the college and de
upon association
llvered addresses
work. Several more are expected be
fore the close of the year.
CONVICT

LABOR IN

M ASS AO I USETTS.

Boston, Feb. 16. According to
the labor bulletin just Issued the to
tal number of convicts In the nine'
teen institutions in the state Is 5,'
Of
916, of which 5,215 are males.
the whole number 4 2 per cent are
engaged In productive labor, 40 per
New font Stocks.
cent are engaged In prison duties, 4
American Sugar
percent are 111, and 14 per cent are
.....136
Amalgamated Copper
114
Idle either because of lack of work
American Smelters
144 96 or because they are purposely kept
American Car foundry
44
In confinement without labor.
The
Atchison com
1044 value of the convict made goods durAnaconda
299
ing the last year is estimated at $1,- Baltimore and Ohio
114
025,935, so the average value pro
Brooklyn Rapid Transit .. .... 74
duced by each convict was about
Canadian Pacific
185
$410. Of thlB about $131 represent'
Colorado Fuel
49
de the labor factor, and as the ap
Chicago Great Western
16
proprlatlon for each convict (less re
Chicago Northwestern
166
funds) was $243, It Is seen that the
Erie com
35
average convict, even if employed
Louisville and Nashville
135
pays only about one-ha- lf
the cost of
Missouri Pacific
83
keeping him. The nrtlcles produced
Mexican Central
25
by convict labor In this state do not
National Lead
73 14 enter largely Into competition
with
New York Central
128
similar products, but in other states
Norfolk
compete
products of convict labor
Northern Pacific
153
with free labor.
Ontario and Western
45
Pennsylvania
131
AMERICAN YACHTS FOR
ueatiing com
125
SPANISH NOBLEMAN
Bock Island
B. B.
15.
Portland, Md.,
2S
Feb.
Southern Pacific
9414 Crownlnshleld, of Boston, has designuui
ed two American sonderklasse yachts
148
Southern Railway
26
for a Spanish nobleman, and they
Union Pacific
will be built by Frank Jones, the well
176
V. S. S. com
of this city.
46
known yacht builder
U. S. S. pfd
Though the order was given by the
105
Greene Con
32
nobleman it Is believed that they are
Copper Range
94
for King Alfonso of Spain, who has
Calumet and Arizona
192
announced that he will compete at
Old Dominion
60 U Kiel for the German emperors cup
Niplsslng
Mr. Jones has
In September next.
14
Shannon
23
been Informed that the boats will
North Butte
113
race at St. Sebastln, Spain, In the
Butte Coal
37 i regattas of the Royal Yacht club, and
May cotton
$9,44 at Ostend, In Belgium, also at the
French and Kiel regnttas. This orKansas City Live Stock.
der Ib Hignlflcent In view of the reKansas city, Feb. 15. Cattle re cent Invitation extended by King Alceipts 2,000, Including 100 southerns. fonso to the American yacht ownMarket steady. Native steers J4.20
ers to race the three sonderklasse
6.50;
Southern steers J3.60 ii 5.00: boats, which the Eastern Yacht club
southern
cows $2.0O4.00; native will send to Kiel, In the Spanish recows and heifers $2,60415.00; stock-er- s gattas at St. Sebastln, an invitation
and feeders t3.60Ji4.80;
bulls also extended by the Royal Belgian
$2.90i4.15; calves $3.257.J5: west club at Otdend. Crownlnshleld Is
ern fed steers $3.765.75;
western also designing two yachts which will
fed cows $2.g5fi4.60.
be built on the Clyde, Scotland, but
Sheep receipts 4000, market steady. it is not known who they are for.
Muttons $5.006.00; Iambs $7.00
7.60; range wethers $5.25 $j) 6.60; fed
Lucky It Wasn't Old Snow.
ewes $4.76 5.50.
There was a fall of six or seven
Inches of new snow this week. Thes
Pledras (N. M.) Reporter.
Produce Market.
Chicago, Feb. 15. Closing quotaAnother big crucker sale by the Al
tions:
Cash Grocery Co., 315
Wheat May
July 7814. buquerque
Marble avenue, commences tomorrow
Corn May 46
47; July
morning. The best goods made, the
Oats May
July 37.
Seal" kind, 3 pkgs for 25c. $1
Pork May $17.37 Vi if 40;
July "Incr
per dozen.

Come prepared for a big surprise, as you will pronounce
this the most decided bargain
Ty you have ever seen.
In piaclng our order before
advance, we are able
to offer this bed in either finish, full site or three-quartslse at
TWENTY-I- I
7E DOLLARS worth THIRTY-FIVDOLLARS.
er

E

Other Brass Beds in all Prices, Varieties
and Designs.

ALBERT FABER'Q

78;
40;

000C00K00X)

A Checking Account
Puts System Into Your Business

per-odic- al

56U

Six-lte-

-

i;i:vi:i.

Superb Dramatization of
Marie Corelli's
Marvelous Romance

you pay all bills by check, your business Is recorded
Each Item shows for Itself. There Is a correcord of all receipts and expenditures In your bank

WHENrect
book.

For every bill you pay, you get a receipt. You have positive
proof that you paid each obligation.
We give the same careful attontlon to both large and small
accounts.

The Bank of Commerce
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

JSChas. L.
New and Second Hand

Furniture Repaired,

FURNITURE

MATTRESSES

Household Goods,
Stoves, Ranges,
China ware, Crockery.

J 315

Made Over, Upholster-In- g
and Picture Framing.
All Work Guaranteed.

and 310 South Second Street
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M
Where to Dine Well

Santa Fe Restaurant
Open Day and Night.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. - - -

C.

Under St
Motel
E. SUNTAAGG, Proprietor

Convenience - Comfort - Security
.

The telephone makes the
duties lighter, the cares less
and the worries fewer.

The
telephone
preserres)
your health, prolongs your life
and protects your borne.

YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

IN YOTJIt HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

HANDSOME

SouvenirwaCrockery
OF
VIE

Alvarado, Cathedral, Commercial

Club

Household Goods of Every Description

ioAK- '!Affg&

Thelma

& Co.
Borradaile
117 W. Gold
Ave.

.REMOVAL

With

Carolyne McLean

Keppeler

DEALER IN

46.

Willis Maxwell Goodhue's

... Staab Building

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

The following quotations were received by F. Graf & Co., brokers,
over their own private wires from
New York, room 37, Barnett Building:

WOULD SLAY
Thus. Baca was arrested this aft
ernoon by the police, charged with
shooting up that part of the city
lying east of the rallroaod tracks and
FREEDOM OF THE
north of TIJeras avenue, known as
Dogfown. The offense was commit
ted last night.
The bartender at the
PRESS
Morrelll saloon, at the corner of
North Broadway and TIJeras avenue,
says that Baca was In his place and
pulled a gun on him.
Baca was taken
before Police MEA.SIRE FILLF.l) WITH PROP
the recent strike In the
OSITIONS
ALMOST
INCREDI-BLproperty have added materially to the Judge Craig at 4 o'clock this after
IN CHARACTER WOULD
prospective value of the Junction noon. The trial Is in progress at
property, now a part of the Superior The Citizen goes to press.
FLACK THE EDITING OF THE
& Pittsburg, which adjoins the Denn
NEWSPAPERS
AND
MAGAon the eouth.
ZINES OF AMERICA IN THE
THREE FAIR LADIES LOCKED
ILNDS OF THE GOVERNMENT
"WE'S JES' HURRAH
BUREAUCRATS AND POLITICIFROM THEIR WORK
ANS IN WASHINGTON.
EACH OTHER YOUR HONOR"
Circumstances In which an absent- Washington,
Feb. 15. The con
minded janitor figures caused three gressional
postal commission
has
TWO SACKS OF TOBACCO AXD A fair ladles to be locked out from framed a remarkable bill, under
their employment at the Bernallll.) which all the newspapers
SANDWmtl GET IlltOWX
and magacounty court house this afternoon for zines
INTO TROllU.E.
of the country would practicabout forty-fiv- e
minutes. They were ally be edited by government
officiTwo sacks of smoking tobacco and Mrs. Ida Plummer, deputy probate als.
t cheese sandwich got Willis Brown, clerk; Miss Harris, her assistant, and
This
bill purports on
a negro piano player into trouble last Miss Marley, who is employed in the its fuce remarkable
to be for the purpose of clasnight. He got Into an altercation treasurer's office.
sifying second class
and its
with Pete Vlchin, a bartender at the
After the noon lunch time all three rates of postage, but inmutter
effect It arbiToti & Gradl saloon on North Third were at the court house shortly after trarily declares what
the newspapers
street and the police arrested him for
o clock.
The doors were locked.
niagizines shall print and what
disturbing the peace. This morning Tomas Grlego, the janitor, was not and
they shall not, what proportion of
Judge Craig fined Brown $10 after about to let them In. Mrs. Plummer one thing
what of another. So
hearing some rather contradictory had a key to the office of Probate harassing and
are the conditions protestimony.
Clerk Walker, but unfortunately she posed that if the bill should become
Vichin testified that Brown went had left it in the office
she law many of the now most popular
behind the bar and took the tobacco, went out. They tried all when
key?
prosperous newspapers' and magwhich he refused to puy for. and that available, but the lock! weretheobdur- and
azines would be forced either to sac- $17.50.
when he dunned him for the price a ate. Nothing doing.
So they de rifice the essential elements of their
Lard May $9.97; J.ily $10.10
few minutes afterward he got angry cided to
wait in the hall until some- popularity and success or else go out 12.00.
and called him names. Also he said one happened along
keys. of business.
with
other
Bibs May $9.47; July $9.55.
Brown drew a knife on him.
a man came In, but he had left
There Is in this no exaggeration
L. Gradl, one of the proprietors of Then
all
his
In
.keys
Indeed,
pockets
the
exaggeration
Impossible.
is
of
his
Chicago Livestock.
the place, substantiated the story of other trousers.
The fundamental idea of the com
Chicago, Feb. 15. Catile receipts
the bartender in part.
Some
one
suggested
report
mission's
is
man
the
dcvelopethat
2,000,
that the
market strong. Beeves $4.00
When Brown was put on the stand
to a window and effect an en- - iiieru,
expan 7.00; cows and heifers $1.603.60;
improvement
ana
he declared: "We was jes' playin', climb
rance
to
Mr.
sion
by
of
ralsWalker's
office
newspapeis
and other peri stockers and feeders $2.604.70;
your honor, and there was no trouble ng
a sash but the man scanned the odicals Is reprehensible and must be Texans $3.60
4.50; calves $6.00
at all. We'se always hurrahin' each prospective
by
changed
climb
curbed
law.
and
the
7.50.
other that way. The thing they subject back to keys. Possibly
the
are
Sheep receipts 6,000, market steady
Aiiuosi ineuiuio
the means
thought was a knife was only a match
idea of forcibly entering the sheriff's proposed to check the "unhealthy ex Sheep $3.505.60;
lambs $4.75
safe."
office
aggeration"
was
which
adjacent
a
looked
newspaper.
of
the
7.65.
Brown's wife, who heard the wranritie
Finally
Inconsistent.
Mr.
newspaper
Wal
Thus:
"No
or part or
gle In the saloon, entered to persuade
reached the office on a belated section of a newspaper or other
Money Market.
him to go home. She said the bar- ker
ar
New York, Feb. 15. Money on call
and
let
in,
the
th?y
ladies
must
and
consist wholly or subtender had a scale weight in his hand. were happy.
6 per cent; prime mercanfirm, 4
stantially of fiction."
Vlchin said he had the weight to proper cent; silver
This provision would kill several tile paper
tect himself from the knife.
GROWTH OF YOUNG MUX'S
magazines devoted entirely to fiction. 69c.
Cll RISTIA X ASSOCIATION.
It would bar "fiction supplements"
Metal Market.
New York, Feb. 15. The annual from the Sunday papers.
THE KIND OF BOOSTNew York, Feb. 15. f.ead steady,
report of the Y. M. C. A. Issued
It Is provided that "no newspaper $6.00Q6.30;
copper firm $25.00
from headquarters today shows an or part or section of a newspaper
ING THAT COUNTS increase in value of property and must have advertising to a greater 25.25.
pledges for buildings amounts
r
to extent than 60 per cent of its superMarket.
i,O00,0U0, the total being $41,000,-00ficial area."
St. Louis, Feb. 15.- Spelter firm,
The
Increase
in attendance in
This would not only prevent ar- 10. 8 0.
,
Manager II. B. Pellow, of the
physical departments is set down as rangements of advertisements
into
Is preparing
to do some 74,000
and
at
Cheapest
men's
meetings 70,000. sections and prevent newspapers at
Insurance Dr.
accident
boosting fur Albuquerque that will In Bible
class attendance there was certain seasons to earn the profits Thomas' Electric Oil. Sips the. pain
count.
au increase of 65.000,
go
while the which
to make daily Journals and heals the wound. All druggists
Mr. Pellow's plan Is to have some number of professed
conversions is cheap, but it would strike a death sell It.
cards printed bearing a list of the estimated at 19,000. During
year blow at the great dallies of large cirplaces to be seen from Albuquerque, $110,000 was contributed for the
$i'oo
foreign
culation, attained through high class
the altitude and climatic conditions work. In 1900 only twenty-fiv- e
Is offered for the capture of
assopurchased
matter
inwith
alvertlsing
and other information useful to the ciations conducted shop or outside come.
Pettlne, the murderer of Bene
Through the meetings, now 227 have nearly
tourist and sightseer.
detto Berardlnelll. Crime was comAgain:
part
or
"Each
section
of
stop
guests that
at the Alvarado and
in Albuquerque Monday, Febin attendance.
No period In a newspaper
be of the same mitted
ruary 4.
other hotels of the Harvey system, the association's history can In any size, form andmustweight
of
paper."
C. A. and C. GRANDE.
the Harvey company secures names year parallel this record of six years. What this may mean, except
that Il
of people In all parts of the world In general efficiency the associations lustrated
supplements
may
not
be
Subscribe
for The Citizen and get
ho may possibly think of coming have more than doubled.
printed on better paper than the hur- - the news.
0.

HVR

PAGE

.

According to the testimony, Smith
cashed Bardet's check for $20 last
Saturday.
It was drawn upon the
First National bank of Albuquerque.
He asked him to hold the check until Monday before cashing it. Monday, Smith said, he told him the
money he expected did not come, but
would be there the next day. Would
he wait until Tuesday?
Tuesday It
was the same story; Wednesday likewise.
Thursday the check was returned to Smith marked "no funds,"
when it was presented at the bank.
No one at the bank appeared to have
any kind of business acquaintance
with Bardet, It developed at the hearing.
Another "Queer" Check.
Other checks that Bardet Is alleged
upon them. The loss to the Albers
to have floated are reported to be
dairy is probably $150.
turning up. One of these Is for $10.
It Is made payable to Schwartzman
& With and is signed by Bardet. The
BURNED MAIL SACKS
check bears the "no funds" Btamp of
me same bank. It Is said that Bar
TO DESTROY EVIDENCE aet "stung" Thomas Kelleher for
$6.60 also. Neither of these charges
nave been pressed against him.
Bardet recently served a sentence
INSPECTOR PIIII.K TELLS OF EXIn the Bernalillo county jail for a
CITING EXPERIENCE WITH
check manipulation act last August a
CAR IlIZOZO POST.M ASTE It.
year ago, by which he secured $!0
from an Albuquerque
Postoftice Inspector C. G. Phlle, While a prisoner he restaurant man.
demonstrated hi
who is in the city on one of his peri- artistic
odical trips, had a very exciting ex- orating talent by painting and decthe interior of the Jail. He is
perience at Carrizozo, N. M., last
a painter and decorator by occupa
week.
Mr. Phlle was making an investi tlon.
gation of the Carrizozo posoffice,
$500 Bond for Baca.
which he had reasons to believe was
Llbrado C. do Baca, who was ar
not as It should be, when he discover
ed several of the mail sacks on fire. He rested on a warrant yesterday chargthrew the burning sacks out the ing him with forging two checks,
building and with the help of some pleaded guilty before Justice of the
of the citizens of the town managed Peace W. W. McCIellan, of precinct
to extinguish the fire. He believes 12, and was bound over to the Brand
that the fire was set by the postmas- Jury in the sum of $500.
Baca has
ter, who was the only other person in forged many checks, the police claim
the building at the time. The post- He was out on bond for another for
master was dismissed.
gery when he turned the last trick
which got him Into trouble again.
ANOTHER GUN TOTER

1907.

In all probability the Shattuck and
Denn companies will jointly build a
large Independent plant at Douglas
and it Is quite probable that these
companies will, in time, add material
ly to the copper production of Art
zona.
The successful development of the
Calumet & Arizona, Bonanza Circle
(Superior & Pittsburg), Shattuck
Denn and other companies In the Bls
bee camp have added many millions
of dollars to the wealth of the citizens
of that thriving southwestern city.

EVENING CITIZEN.

. .

French Bakery

Thelma

From 213 West Railroad Ave.

has been read by more people
than any novel since "Uncle
Tom's Cabin," and Ranks as

To 202 East Railroad Ave.

the masterpiece

of

. .
'

Ray n olds' New Building

English

Albuquerque,

fiction.

New Mexico

AT

Elks' Opera House
February 18

J.

60c, TSc and $100

Seats on sale Saturday,

Feb 16.

BALDRIDGE

S
PAINT Covers more, looks best, wears
the longest, most economical; full measure.
BUILDINO
PAPER Alway In stock.
Plaster, Lime. Cement,
Paint. Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. AUU'QVERQl E, NEW MEX.
SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

Prices

C.

DEALER IN NATIVE A NO CHICAGO LUMBER

K

rc.E

ALBUQtTERQUE

six.
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SUFFRAGISTS IN
SESSION

PAY

HONOR TO

LAW

Some Hunters Favor Shorter Memory of Susan B. Anthony.
Their Late Great and
Season for Protection
bf the Birds.
Lamented Leader.
r

Phoenix. Ariz., Feb. 15. That the
lawn of Arizona should
be
amended to close the quail neutiun
February 1 Inxtead of Mnrch 1. ns
the law now Manila. is the opinion of
a number of locnl hunter who, while
they keenly enjoy the hunt, do not
wish to see the quail entirely destroyed.
"The quull are beginning to mate
already," said one of the veteran
sportsmen and hunters. "In a number of the birds killed In the past few
days eggs were found, and I don't believe a true sportsman would be guilty
of killing the birds under such cirI am through shooting
cumstances.
for the season, and I believe that the
legislature should amend the game
law closing the quail season Feb. 1
"Several parties were contemplat
ing a hunt Sunday next, but when I
Informed them of the existing state of
Affairs they cancelled their engage
ments. A man who shoots one quail
now Is practically killing twenty at
least. The birds raise two flocks each
year, when they mate this early In
the season, and the early Bprlng birds
generally hatch In the fall. A quail
family averages about fifteen or
mating
In a good year, when
commences as early as this year, so
that all hunters can look forward to
plentiful quail year next season.
plentiful now and one can
Ouail
readily Imagine how thick they will
be next year, when three more gen
rations are added to the present
one."
It Is the general belief of many
hunters and others familiar with
game birds, especially quail, that an
early spring may be confldently look
ed forward to when the birds com
tnence to mate early, as Is the case
this year.
(tump

Chicago. III.. Feb. 15. The thirty- ninth annual convention of the Na
tional Woman's Suffrage association
was opened In the music hall and
flue art building yesterday. Delegates
are In attendance from every state
In the union.
This Is the first con
vention held without the presence of
the great suffrage leader, the late
as to
Miss H. R. Anthony anil
day marks the anniversary of her
birthday an Impressive memorial program has been prepared. This morning's session was given to the draw
ing of plans for the work of the
association for the coming year and
addresses on the work of Miss Anthony will occupy the evening sitting.
During the convention which win
last until the night of the 19th, one
session will be devoted to a sym- polsum on the Industrial condition of
women and children In this country.
This will be in charge of Miss Florence Kelly, of the National Consumers league. On the 16th the ques
tion of child labor will be discussed
and resolutions
in all Its bearings
dealing with the matter will be for
warded to congress Immediately at
ter their adoption. Elaborate plans
of entertainment for the thousands
of women who are attending the con
ventlon have been made by the club
women of Chicago, Irrespective of
their attitude towards the woman's
suffrage movement.

denominations of ten dollars which
would place them In the reach of
many thousands of people who have
small savings which they would be
glad to Invest In safe securities, even
at a low rate of interest.
WHITE REINDEERS
NAMED IN PEARY'S HONOR.
New
York, Feb. 15. Fourteen
skins of the white reindeer, a rare
species discovered by Commander
Robert E. Peary and named by
scientists In his honor, were presentto
ed
the American Museum of
Natural History today with many lit- tie known specimens of the Arctic
luuim. j ney arp inp nri oi me kiiiu
ever seen in this country and as the
bones, horns and skulls have been
presented with them the taxidermist
will have little trouble In mounting
them. On receiving them Dr. (1. A.
Allen, of the museum, thanked Mr.
Peary and announced that the gifts
to
were an Imporlant contribution
science.
ELECTRIFICATION OF
THE ERIE RAILROAD.
New York, Feb. 15. It is announc
ed that the $12,000,000 to be raised
for the electrification
of the Erie
railroad will not be spent this year,
while It Is quite probable it may not
bo spent In 1908 either.
The decls.
ion to electrify the line stands, however. The committee which now Is
Investigating
the feasibility of Installing electrical equipment on the
suburban lines still has the matter
under consideration. When the electrification finally Is accomplished 't
Is probable that the Erie will run its
trains through the Hudson tunnels
and bring Its passengers to New
York.
ENORMOUS

EVEKING

CITIZEN.

ON

EXPRESS

Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. IS, 107.
Notice fs hereby given that Lull
Garcia of Carpenter, If. M., has filed
notice of his Intention to make final
five-yeproof In support of his
claim, vis: Homestead entry No.
9220 made April IT, 190, for the

CO.

Bill No 43 Goes to Committee
on Railr-

a

Takes

of Three Days. Will
vene iMonday.

He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land,
vis:
Carlos Lopes, Federlco Lopex, Fau- stln Garcia and Luis Garcia y Gar
cia, all of Carpenter, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

Vacation
Con-

e

re

'

right-of-wa-

two-tent-

ot

three-fourth-

Ttliss-Leavl-

EROFULii

deep-seate-

A
DI00D TAW

d

health-sustainin-

ALLOWED

SAVINGS

ON

DEPOSITS

Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 25, 1907.
Notice is hereby given that Jose
Orlego y Garcia of Carpenter, N. M.,
has filed notice of his intention to
proof In support
make final five-yeof his claim, viz:
Homestead entry
No. 9678 made July 17, 1096, for
the SEVl SEM, Sec. 35. Tp. 10 N.,
Range 6E and lot 1 and SEW NEK,
Sec. 2, and lot , Sec. 1, Tp. 9N.,
Range 6E., and that said proof will
be made before United State Court
Commissioner H. W. S. Otero, at Albuquerque, N. M., on March 6, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove
his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land,
vis:
Venceslado Grlego, Jose Armenta,
Rafael Grlego and Carlos Grlego, all
of Carpenter, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
o
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

With Amp!

Mean

and Unsurpaeert Facilities.

ar

.e-2-

Pa-he-

INTEREST

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

,

EATS-SHELLE-

capital and surplus, $100,000

o

THE COUNCIL.
Day Thursday Morning.
adjournment,
thi
to
council was called to order at 10:30
o'clock yesterday morning, President
Spies presiding. The chaplain offered the invocation and Chief Clerk
Martin read the roll. All answered
present except Mr. Dalles and Mr.
Murray.
The committee on territorial affairs, Mr. Mlera, chairman, reported
council bill No. 13 an act to amend
chapters 2, 3 and 9 of the laws of
1905, relative to the Issuance of marriage licenses by justices of the peace,
with the recommendation that it pass.
The committee on enrolled and engrossed bills, Mr. Chaves, chairman,
reported that council bill No. 2 an
act relative to the filling of vacancies
In county offices had been properly
enrolled and engrossed.
Council bill No. 45, was Introduced
by Mr. Sargent an act for the taxa
The bill
tion of express companies.
was read by title and In full on Its
second reading, and was ordered
translated, printed and referred to
the committee on railroads. The bill
Is a lengthy one. It provides for the
assessment of the express companies
and names a new board to consist of
the territorial auditor as chairman
and the territorial treasurer and the
attorney general to receive the re
ports of the amount of business done
by these companies and to arrange
for the levvlne of a territorial tax. A
fine of not more than $5,000 or Im
prlsonment for not more than three
years, or both, Is provided In case
any company or officer thereof makes
a false return
Following the reading of this bill,
which was the only one Introduced,
the council resolved Itself Into a com
mlttee of the whole, with Mr. Mlera
In the chair, and resumed consideration of council bill No. 33 an act
relative to the assessment and collection of taxes.
After reporting progress on council
bill No. 33. the council was reconvened by President Spless and upon
motion, duly seconded and carried,
took a recess until yesterday afternoon at 2 o'clock.
Afternoon Session.
The council met at 2:30 o'clock
yesterday afternoon, pursuant to adPresident Charles A.
journment,
Spless in the chair. The roll call by
Chief Clerk Martin showed all memDalles
bers present except Messrs.
and Murray, absent on account of illness. On motion, duly seconded and
carried, the council adjourned until
Monday morning at 10 o'clock.

Nlndrvndi
Pursuant

SHIPMENTS
OF SULPHUR STARTS.
Brimstone, La., Feb. 15. A rec
ord shipment of sulphur commenced
from here today. It consists of 19,- 000 tons and forty system cars will
be used each day In handling this
big shipment. It Is being forwarded
to New Orleans via the Southern Pa
cific. A s soon as the tracts of the
Sabine & East Texas railroad are In
full working order the export move
ment of the sulphur will begin
through that port, shipments to be
ENGLISH CHANNEL TUNmade by the Union Sulphur company.
NEL SCHEME OPPOSED, The greater part of the sulphur is for
I.ondon. Feb. 15. With the secre European ports.
tary of war and all the heads of the
military department In opposition the NATIONAL REFORM ASSOprevailing Impression here now is
CIATION IN CONVENTION.
that the channel tunnel will be aban
Harrlsburg, Pa., Feb. 15. The Nadoned. At a meeting of the Imperial tional Reform association opened a
defence league In the army and navy convention In the board of trade audi
club last night resolutions were pass torium yesterday and will remain
COAL DISCOVERED
ed calling on the government not to In session two days. The purpose of
The the convention Is to consider every
entertain the proposed bill.
most potent argument against it thing which points towards reform
ON GREENE GROUND seems to be that if it once existed movements.
One of the principal
Inand Great Britain successfully
subjects will be that of divorce, and
be
vaded, the surrender of it would
on this Professor Dull, of PhiladelMOHK OP PROSPECTING GROUND expected as one of the Inevitable con phia, and Rev. Dr. S. C. Swallow, of
promoters
The
dltions of peace.
this city, will speak. Bishop DarlingWILL AWAIT COL. GREENE'S
point out that this seems to be tak ton and Rev. Dr. Stevenson will disPERSONAL INSPECTION.
nd cuss a paper, "Creedal Subscription
ing a good deal for granted,
Cananea, Feb. 15. J. S. Osgood many writers express the view niat and Take Teaching."
N.
Houser returned the first it could be irremidlably destroyed In
and J.
of the week from the trip to the coal many ways long before It came to SMALL POX AMONG
discovery made recently
on the any question of surrender. As to the
BROOKLYN NEGROES.
(round of Col. W. C. Greene In the attitude of the French on the matter
Brooklyn, N. Y., Fe b. 15. There
mountains back from San Jose sta there Is much diversity of opinion,
are now upwards of twenty cases of
tlon. They went there to examine Some Paris correspondents
declare
the prospect and report upon It. De that they are greatly hurt by the small pox among the' negroes here
.termination of the value of the And disinclination of the English to estab and notwithstanding all the efforts of
con only be reached through actual lish this new bond of connection be' the health department to stay the
disease, It seems to
increasing.
prospecting. The ledge which shows
two countries, while other The disease broke outbe about two
Is in the bottom of an arroyo and has tween the
ex
the
French
maintain
months ago when two negro sailors
been exposed to the surface through writersvery little that
interest In ' the mat- landed from Rosarto, Argentine, and
washing done by water In the arroyo hlblt
pro
way
or
the other. The
took up their residence in the negro
during the recent months. In quality ter one
moters have announced that they will quarter.
the coal Is bituminous and In some fight
THE HOUSE.
the matter to a finish.
respects approaches near on the surNineteenth Day Thursday Afternoon
ADDITIONS TO THE
face to coking quality. The ledge as
y
M EMOR I A L
;fff uOO shrdlu taoinoalu
METROPOLITAN MUSEUM.
exposed stands at a. sharp angle, K
the
Pursuant to adjournment,
FUND MATINEE HELD
New York, Feb. 15. American and
which is a condition not generally
New York, Feb. 15. Edmund Stcd-ma- n foreign paintings, classical antiques house met yesterday afternoon at 3
found In connection with coal bodies
presided at the literary and Persian arms and armor, medals and o'clock. Speaker Baca in the chair.
in the west, Examination of the lo
cality disclosed that the ledge was musical matinee in aid of the Keats- - plaques, and Italian textiles, are The chaplain offered the Invocation
undoubtedly In place and also dls Shelley memorial fund, which was among the Important additions re- and the chief clerk read the roll, all
closed much coal blossom about the held in the Waldorf yesterday. There ceived by the Metropolitan Museum answering present.
The committee on finance, Mr. Holt,
hills and surrounding country. It is was a large and fashionable audience of Art during the past few weeks.
on
favorably
reported
not probable that prospecting will be Including the Secretary of State and Today twenty-tw- o
Chinese porcelain chairman,
Cleveland vases were received from J. Plerpont house bill No. 2, by Mr. Abbott, of
taken up actively on the ground until Mrs. Root,
Santa Fe, relative to the Issuance of
Col. Greene has opportunity to give and Mrs. Cleveland, Baron Meyer des Morgan.
bonds by incorporated cities and
the matter his personal consideration, Planches, the ambassador of Italy;
towns which bore a proposed amendwhich will pobably be on the occasion Esme Howard, charge d'affalrs of MILITIA MEN DISCUSSING FUTURE PLANS. ment to include villages.
The bill
of his next visit to the city.
Great Britain at Washington; Mrs. T
Baltimore, Md., Feb. 15. The an- was expected to pass the house before
Douglas Robinson, General Horace
Porter, Andrew Carnegie, Mrs. F. W, nual convention of the officers of the It adjourned yesterday. A number of
LAS VEGAS TO GET
Vanderbilt. Richard Gilder and oth Maryland national guard under Ad- - bills were introduced, among them
ers. The object of the fund Is to com jutant General Riggs Is taking place being house bill No. 91, by Mr.
today In the armory of the fifth dllla, having for Its object the
the purchase of the house In
A NEW RAILROAD plete
Matters of Interest to tho atlon of a new county to be known
Rome In which Keats lived and died
After the matinee It was announced militia are being discussed. There Is as Foraker county, and to be com
posed of portions of Colfax and Union
that negotiations for the purchase a full attendance of officers.
PLATS FILED AT SANTA IE FOR are now nearly complete as all the
counties, with the county seat at Fol-soMANAGER OF CLOTHING
money required had been raised.
ROAD TO RUN FROM DAW.
COMPANY FOUND DEAD.
The speaker has signed council bill
SON TO THE ROCK ISLAND
Chicago, Feb.
14.
B. Kuppen-helme- r, No. 2, relative to the filling of vaTO RE
RATE
MARINE
AT Dl'RAN.
manager of the firm of 15. cancies in county offices by the county
GREATLY' INCREASED,
New York, Feb. 15. It has been Kuppenhelmer & Co., clothing mer- commissioners.
. Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 15. J. V. definitely announced that an Increase chants, died at his home this morny
Bergen,
and tax agent In marine Insurance rates will be ing from a pistol wound. It Is not
of the El Paso and Southwestern sys promulgated In a few days by all the known whether he death was suicidal CARLOAD OF ORE)
tern, with headquarters In El Paso, Insurance companies In this city with or accidental.
has spent the past few days In Santa the exception of the Atlantic Mutual
VALUED AT 50,
Fe on business for his road. Mr. Ber from London state that the advance NEBRASKA RAILROADS COME
gen has filed In the United States land
TO THE
LAW
FARE
company.
Advices
Insurance
At a meeting at Omaha of the pasoffice here official plats of the definite Marine
on cargoes of grain In first senger
representatives of the principal
location of the extension of the system In rates
25
fully
to
Ariz., Feb. 15. A carload
amount
will
vessels
from Dawson, the terminus of the class
roads doing business In Nebraska, It of Blsbee,
a
copper glance (chalcocit ), reof
of
per
cent,
rate
the
wus
ofagreed
Dawson railway, to a junction with
Is
announcement
and
level
cently taken from the 300-foa bushel on full cargoes of grain ficially made that the
the El Paso and Rock Island railroad cent
Various rates changeable mileage book rate Interof the old Queen mine at Superior,
good
between Torrance and Duran. The now helnir charged.
at $50,000. It Is said that
mileage from Dawson to the Junction obtain for various cargoes but In each over railroads east of the Missouri riv- was valuedcontains
large quantities of
be er will be made effective at once. In- the mine
is about 200 miles. The line will pass nstance a 25 per cent rate will
of this character, besides a great
terchangeable over
through Las Vegas which will be the observed. The Increase is due Into the
Nebraska rail- ore
carbonate of
of high-grad- e
the roads between all Nebraska
only town of any consequence on the enormous amount of losses
points. amount
running as high as 35 per
and is now an. absolute. This Is an Individual 2,000-mil- e
new road. An entirely new territory nast vear.
book copper,
metal.
will be opened by the extension. It necessity from the companies sianu sold to any person, traveling men, cent In the red
point. It is expected that the advance farmers, lawyers, doctors, merchants
will pass through the counties of Col"I was a child once myself," said
or the like, and Is good over practicfax, Mora, Sun Miguel and Torrance. will go Into effect on the zum.
ally all railroads In Iowa, Illinois, Senator Beverldge, In his speech on
The definite survey of the entire exWisconsin, Minnesota,
Missouri, as the child labor question, and now
tension Is not yet finished, but maps TO RUILD TORPEDO MANU
s
everybody Is kidding him.
as
well
Nebraska.
PLANT,
4t definite locations for
FACTURING
f the distance are ready and have
Newport. It. I., Feb. 16. It has
been filed. Three surveys have been been decided to erect a naval torpedo
made via Las Vgas and It Is not station here for the manufacture of
FAMILY
known jet which one will be selected
torpedoes which are
tt
as permanent, but the city of Las now being made by a private firm
Vegas will be the main station on the and cost the government nearly $8.- road.
000 each. The government Is under
Scrofula is not a disease that is acquired, under ordinary circumstances.
contract with this firm to build 500
IMHIMAN TO MEASURE
family blood taint, handed down front generation to genpresent time It is a deep-seate- d
the
at
torpedoes
and
Ll'.MIlEK AT BLAND. the firm, which operate In Brooklyn, eration, blighting the lives and sapping the vital forces of innocent persons
John W. Dornian, of this city, has Is
Parents who are blood relations
to turn out more than 100 who have inherited this legacy of disease.
been appointed as a forest guard on a unable
year.
The new factory will be or who have a consumptive tendency, or blood disease of any character, are
by
reserve
Forest
forest
Jemez
the
to turn out 200 a year at the sure to transmit it to their offspring, and it usually takes the form of Scrofula.
Supervisor Leon F. Knelpp. Mr. Dor-ma- n able
commencement and enlargements of Swollen glands, brittle bones, weak eyes, sores and eruptions on the body,
will assume his duties tomorrow
plant from year to year will In- Catarrh, and often deformities with hip disease, are the principal ways in
aad rfor the present will be stationed the
crease the output. The cost of the which the trouble is manifested.
In some cases the blood is so filled with
employed
Bland,
will
be
at
where he
erection of the plant Is estimated at
la scaling or measuring logs em $106,000. It Is not denied that the scrofulous germs and poisons that from birth the sufferer is an object of pity
braced In the sale of matured timber navy is In a serious way at present because of suffering and a total lack of health, while in other instances
favorable surroundings and prudent living hold the disease in check until
purchased by I. A. Dye, the Albu
of torpedoes.
querque lumberman, who has estab- - for want
blood disease like Scrofula can only be reached
later in life. A
.Fished a sawmill at Bland.
by the very best constitutional treatment. A remedy i required that can
SAN FRANCISCO STREET
BONDS GO BEGGING. renovate the entire blood supply and drive out the scrofulous and tuberculous
KUing From the Grave.
deposits. S. S. H. is the greatest of all
San Francisco, Feb. 15. For the
A prominent
manufacturer,
Wm. third time San Franclseo has offered
blood purifiers; it Roes to the very bottom
A. Fertwell, of Lucuma, N. C, relates
re
of all blood disorders and removes every
600. 000 of street bonds and
tl.
a most remarkable experience. He ceived no bids. It is difficult to de
taint and poison from the circulation,
says: "After taking less than three
whether this is because the
makes rich, healthy blood and cures Scrof.
bottles of Electric Bitters, I feel like termine
profitregarded
a
as
bonds are not
ula permanently. S. S. S. supplies the
ne rising from the grave. My trou
weak, diseased ulood with the rich,
PURELY
VEGETABLE
Me Is Tirlght's disease, 111 the Dia able Investment at three and a half
of the laek of
properties it is in need of, and
betes stage. I fully believe Electric per cent or becausepresent
municipal makes this life stream fit to supply every part of the system with strength
it(ers will cure me permanently, for confidence In the
As the bonds are of
It has already stopped the liver and administration.
nd vitality. Scrofula yields t S. S. S. because it is a natural blood puriwhich have such an amount as to bar the small fier. Write for Ixxjk on the blood and any medical advice desired.
Madder complications
Nc
by
sought
legislation
will
be
Investor
years."
Guaranteed
me
trubuled
for
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA
which the bonds may be Issued in charge for tither.
by all druggists. Price only fcOc.
slx-te- on
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BE,

OFF FOR TORRANCE

Legislature

0.

MONTEZUMA TRUST

NE14 SW14, Sec. 19,
NW14
Tp.
E., and that said
0N., Range
proof will be made before H. W. 8.
Otero, United States court commissioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
March 6, 1907.

oads.
50 LORES

IS, 1MT.

NOTICE FOR rUTJIJOATIOK.

SARGEANT PROPOSES
TAX

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY

g

Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 25, 1907.
Notice is hereby given that Mel
choir Garcia of Carpenter, N. M.,
his filed notice of his Intention to
make final five-yeproof In support
of his claim, viz: Homestead entry
No. 9298, made May 1, 1906. for the
S'i NWK and N Vt SFtt. Sec. 30.
Tp. 9N., Range 6E., and that said
proof will be made before H. W. 8.
Otero United States court commis
sioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
March 6, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land.

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

and

Sen cits

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luaa, President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier;
Johnson, Asst. Cashier: Wm. Mcintosh, 3. C. Baldrldge, Sola
moa Luna, A. M. Blackwell,
Geo. Arnot, O. K. Cromwell.

J.

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCIUSON, TOFEKA AND SANTA TB

WW.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

MEW MEXICO

ar

JOSHUA 8. RATNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKEE
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLDS

President

....Vice President
Cashier

,

..Assistant Cashier
Director

U. 0. DEPOSITORY
Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profit
Depository for Atchison, Topeka k Saola Fe

viz:

Candelarlo Ruiz, Pedro Garcia y
Garcia, Jose Grlego and Luis Garcia
y Garcia, all of Carpenter, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

$500,006.90
$250,000.01
Railway Company

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 25, 1907.
Notice Is hereby given that Daniel
Jlnso of Carpenter, N. M., has filed
notice of his intention to make final
five-yeproof In support of his
claim, viz:
entry No.
Homestead
9461 made May 22, 1906, for
the
SW
SE
and SE
Sec. 12,
SW,
Tp. 10N., Range 6E., and that said
proof will be made before H. W. S.
Otero, United States court commissioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
March 5, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
o prove
his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land,

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

ar

Tlx:

Leandro Jaramlllo,
Jesus Garcia,
Donaclano Gutierres
and Manuel
Gutierres, all of Carpenter, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.

CAPITAL
SURPLUS FUND . .

.

$100,000.00
20,000.00

With ample Capital, Conservative Management and Representative
Board of Directors we are prepared to offer unexcelled facilities'
for the transaction of all legitimate branches of Banking
Business.
O. N. MARRON, President;

HERNDON,

Cashier;

Wm. FARR, Vice President; J. B.
ROT McDONALD, Assistant Cashier.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 25, 1907.
Notice Is hereby given that Eduar-d- o
Carter of Chlllli, N. M., has filed
notice of his Intention to make final
proof In support of his
claim, viz: Homestead
entry No.
6752 made Jan. 2, 1902, for the EH
NEW, Sec. 12. Tp. 8N., 6E.. NWli
five-ye-

ar

NWW, Sec. 7, and SWVi 8WK, Sec.
6, Tp. 8N., Range 7E., and that said
proof will be made before H. W. S.
Otero, United States court commissioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
March 15, 1907.

He names the following witnesses
his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of. the land,
sis:
Miguel Apodaca, Pablo Beldonado,
Cidllo Montoyo and Celso Carter, all
of Chlllli, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
to prove

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Notice These Buildings

Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office.
Santa Fe. N. M., Jan. 25, 1907.
Notice is hereby given that Carlos
Grlego of Carpenter, N. M., has filed
notice of his Intention to make final
proor In support of his
claim, viz:
entry No.
Homestead
9679, made July 17, 1906. for the

(we will give you street addresses,
with numbers) If you wish to see
what can be done with lumber of the
lasting kind. "We want your trade,
certainly.
Let's add that we eaa
prove by quality and prices thai we
deserve It.

five-ye-

ar

SWVi NWV4. NWV4

SWVi.

Sec.

1,

and N',4 SEVi, Sec. 2. Tp. 9N.. Range
6E., and that said proof will be made
before the United States Court Commissioner. II. W. S. Otero, at Albuquerque, N. M., on March 5, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land.
viz:

Venceslado Grlego Jose Armenta.
Rafael Grlego and Jose Grlego y
Garcia, all of Carpenter. N. M.
MANUEL R. OTEUO,
Register.
NOTICE I"OK PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office.
Santa Fe. N. M., Jan. 25. 1907.
Notice is hereby given that Juan
Antonio Garcia of Carpenter, N. M.,
has filed notice of his intention
to
make final five-yeproof In support
of his claim, viz:
Homestead entry
No. 9297, made May 1. 1906, for the
SV4 SWVi. Sec. 19, and NV
NWVi.
bee. 30. Tp. 9N.. Range 6E.. and that
said proof will be made before H. W.
S. Otero, United States Court Com
missioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
March 6, 1907.
lie names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land,

RIO

GRANDE

LUMBER

GO.

Corner Third and Marquette

0KC0

ESTABLISHED

"OLD RELIABLE."

1871.

L. B. PUTNEY

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries In
In the Southwest.

ar

viz:

raustin Garcia, Pedro Garcia y
Garcia, Carlon Lopes and Jose Grlego,
all of Carpenter, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
If you want results la advertising,
trv ua evening CUUen want ad.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

RAILROAD AVENUE.

0oaeoaoaoaoaaaaoaax
THE

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Rooting

First and Marquette

Albuquerque, New Mexico
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DEAL

Wits. Housekeeper
Yoti Cannot Afford to Miss This
Opportunity. Cash Talks

4

now and for a very email amount of the
wherewithal you can replenish your china
closet with some very pretty pieces of broken
eeta at less than half regular price.
SEE WINDOW DISPLAY

I

The Furniture Man

D, EMMONS,

COR. COAL and SECOND

HAS

WEST END VIADUCT

PATENT

A

PASSENGER
L OADER
Provides for the Boarding

Of

Trains Going at Full
Speed.
S&lina, Feb. 15.

F. S. See, of Gem

Kan., representing the Gem Rapid
Transit company, is in the city and
has on exhibition a miniature railway
car and a track. He calls the patent
a passenger loader and it is well
named. The train takes on its passengers without stopping by means of
small cars which are loaded while
standing on the side track, and picked
up by means of an attachment at the
side of the cars. The small car automatically runs into a place in the
center of a large car on a center rail
and remains intact until another
switch Is reached, where the car is
set out and another one taken on.
Mr. See says that a company has
been organized at Gem and that demonstrations will be given in a few
months. Two thousand feet of track
will be built and a car of the usual
size is now in course of construction.
Mr. See says that the patent has been
examined by railroad men and they
announce that it will work satisfactorily and small cars can be set out
and taken in while the large car is
in motion at a speed of twenty-fiv- e
miles an hour.

ST.

li

iVp.

R. R. TOOPEN

TODAY

EVENING CITIZEN.

PENDING FOR SALE OF

oooooooo

o
o

o
T E CAVE OF THE WINDS o
o
o
o
Eastern Capitalists Are Said to be the
Prospective Purchasers Property
Covers 160 Acres and Contains
Vast Lime Deposits in Addition to Scenic Attractions.

Colorado Springs, Feb. 15. The
Pacific crossing at Leavenworth, by Cave of the Winds property
near
the Great Western, the Rock Islnnd Manltou, one of the best known scenic
and the Burlington.
assets of Colorado, is about to change
.
ownership, according to well anthentl-cate- d
SENATE COMMITTEE TURNS
report. The deal will involve apDOWN TERRITORY RAILROADS
The senate committee on Indian af- proximately $176,000.
An option for a year on the propfairs has refused to sanction the sale
of several small railroads in Okla erty, involving about 180 acres of
homa and Indian Territory to tho land at the head of Williams canyon,
system until all has been secured from the present
Rock Island-Frisc- o
the terms of the sale, the cost of the owners by William E. Smiley, a real
roads and the officials and directors estate dealer of Manltou. The option
of the various companies had been Is for $175,000, It Is understood. The
made public.
These were granted prospective buyers are New York
their charters by congress and have and Denver capitalists.
The Cave of the Winds is now
been built in the last few years. Attorneys for the Frisco appeared be- owned by the Snyder estate. Perry
of Manltou
fore the committee and asked that Snyder and Charles Austin
Durthe executive managers.
their transfer be approved.
The new being
two months workmen
roads are the St. Louis, San Francisco ing the last
have been engaged in thoroughly renA New Orleans, the St. Louis A Oklathe caverns, polishing the
homa City, the St. Louis, Oklahoma ovating
and putting everything
City & Southern and the Oklahoma crystallzationspossible
in the best
order. The walls
City & Western.
have been cleaned with acid.
Two years ago, five new subterran
HILL THOMPSON, OF RATON,
HAD A PARTY.
Bill Thompson entertained a few of
his friends from the Santa Fe some
nights ago at his place of business on
the coal chute platform, says tho
Raton Gazette. The evening was delightfully cold and was spent in trying to get a fifty-to- n
coal car which
had left the track back in position.
This was accomplished after considerable grunting and straining of muscles, and at a later hour Bill's friends
departed well pleased with themselves, but not with Bill, whom they
blamed for being the cause of thlr
lame backs and sore fingers. As far
as we could learn there were no refreshments served during the even-
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A Call to My Sale
REMEMBER that the
my. great
Clearance Sale comes
when I close my door
SATURDAY NIGHT,
vg
the 16th.
SPECIAL

INDUCEMENT

ean chambers were opened in the
cave, making & labyrinth In many
respects more wonderful than has
been discovered anywhere else In the
LOOK
world. The Cave of tho Winds Is one
of the best known points of Interest
for tourists in the Pike's Peak rrglon.
The caves are about a mile and a
half above Manltou.
On the property are known to be
lime deposits which may be commercially utilized, should a kiln be erected
The chief attractions encountered
within the caverns are the musical
stalactite organ, the vestibule, the
rotunda, alabaster hall, stalactite hall,
the opera house, the concert hnll, the
bridal chamber and the Jewel casket.
The stalactite growths have been pronounced the most wonderful and
HAIR DRESSER A XT) CHIROPO-- !
beautiful in existence. Many geologi- POSTOFFICE CHANGES
DIST.
cal experts have made examinations
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors. No.
of them from time to time.
AND PENSIONS GRANTED 209 West Railroad avenue, is
Upon the closing of the deal it Is
to give thorough scalp treatunderstood that work will be begun
ment, do hair dressing, treat corns,
by the new owners upon a number of
bunions and ingrowing nails. She
Improvements at the entrance nf the
The following changes have been gives massage treatment and manicave.
made in postofflces in New Mexico:
curing. Mrs. Bambini's own preparaPostoftlce established at Causey, tion of complexion cream builds up
Roosevelt county; Joseph M. Manes, the skin and improves the complex-Ion- ,,
postmaster.
and is guaranteed not to be inHarry D. Nelson appointed post- jurious. She also prepares & hair
master at Victoria, Dona Ana county. tonic that cures and prevents dan
N. M.
druft and hair falling out; restore
G. H. Morris, appointed postmaster life to dead hair; removes
moles,
at Solano, Mora county.
Office Just warts and superfluous hair.
Also a
established.
face powder, a freckle cure and pimMaud W. Thomas, appointed post- ple cure and pile cure. All of these
preparations are purely vegetable
master at Plcacho, Lincoln county.
Jesse E. Marshall, appointed post compounds. Have Just added a vibrator machine for treatment of
master at Acme, Chaves county.
The following pensions have been scalp, face and cure of wrinkles. It
Is also used for rheumatism, pains
granted:
Re-insta- te
Albert C. Cox. or Ellda, X. M., in- and massage.
creased to J8 per month.
We do it right, ROUGH DRY. Im- Maria G. B. de Baca, widow of
Pablo Baca, of Casaus, pension of $8 perlal Laundry Co.
per month.
The following private pension bills
have been passed by congress and
signed by the president:
Robert Stewart, of Capltan, granted
a pension of $24 per month.
Mrs. Joseflta Montano, of Lincoln,
ing a strike vote," said President X. M., granted a pension of $18 per
Small. "Whether the strike will be month.
confined to Chicago Is something that
we cannot determine now."
Ijimo Back.
This ailment Is usually caused by
ureat business distress would
of the rheumatism of thr muscles and may
it is said, by a tie-u- p
Western Union offices in Chicago. A be cured by applying Chamberlain's
great volume of the telegraph busi- Pain Balm two or three times a day
ness of the country is handled by this and rubbing the parts vigorously at
If this does not
company. In addition to the indus- each application.
trial paralysis that would result in afford relief, bind on a piece of flanslightly
nel
dampened
with Pain
Chicago's business center in the event
of a srlke, all the branch offices in the Balm, and quick relief Is almost sure
to
follow.
by
druggists.
For
sale
all
outlying portions of the city would
also be affected and add to the dls
COMING IN OUT OF THE COLD
tress.
we
appreciate a perfectly heated
The strike of the operators would
COMINGjVENTS
house, but It is not every house that
spread over the country also, it is de
Is properly
dared by members of the commitIf yours Is lack22.
Dance at Colombo hall ing in any warmed.
way, or if you are undetee, as members of the Order of Rail by Feb.
Y.
I.
the
A.
to
B.
L.
the
of
E.
cided what is the best system to inway Telegraphers, which comprises
February 26 to March 2, "The
stall In a new house and need informore than 40,000 men, employed in
Twins."
that is trustworthy and valthe railroad offices of the country,
March 14 The County Chairman mation
uable, let us know of your trouble.
would act in sympathy with the rival This Is the banner performance
of We are specialists for
organization and refuse to handle the season.
hot water, hot
air and steam heating.
commercial messages.
ALMANAC EVENTS.
Standard Plumbing & Healing Co
Feb. 17. First Sunday In Lent.'
HUDSON COMPANY ADMITS
20 and 23. Ember Days.
Feb.
APPLIANCE LAW VIOLATIONS.
Feb. 22. Washington's Birthday.
The Interstate commerce commisMarch 17. St. Patrick's Day.
sion has received a telegram from Its
March 21. Spring begins.
The...
attorney that the Delaware & Hudson
March 24. Palm Sunday.
company, yesterday, at Albany, N. Y.,
March 25. Lady Day; annuncia"SHORT LINE"
confessed Judgment In open court in tion.
the suits instituted against It by the
March 29 Good Frlduy.
to the mining camps of Colorado,
United States for thirty-thre- e
violaMarch 31 Easter Sunday.
Utah and Nevada; to Denver,
tions of the federal safety appliance
May 30 Memorial Day of a. A. R.
Colorado Springs and Pueblo, Is
law. These suits were Instituted by
by way of Santa Fe, N. M., and
A
to
Habit
Encouraged.
Iio
the department of Justice, and were
the
The mother who has acquired the
vigorously prosecuted by direction of
keeping
habit
on
of
hand
a
Attorney General Bonaparte.
bottle of
DENVER & RIO GRANDE
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy, saves
Gas in tlie Stomach.
herself a great amount of uneasiness
Belching and that sense of fullness and anxiety.
RAILROAD
Coughs, colds and
so often experienced after eating is croup, to which chlldi-eare suscepthrough
the
fertile San Luis valcaused by the formation of gas. The tible are quickly cured by Its use.
ley; also to the San Juun country
stomach falls to perform Its functions It conteracts any tendency of a cold
of Colorado.
to result In pneumonia, and if given
and the food ferments.
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets wl, as soon as the first symptoms
of
For Information as to rates,
correct the disorder. They aid diges- croup appear. It will prevent the attrain service, descriptive literature
tion and strengthen and Invigorate tack. This remedy contains nothing
address.
the stomach and bowels.
For sale Injurious and mothers give it to litS. K. HOOPER,
by all druggists.
tle ones with a feeling of perfect security. Sold by all druggists.
A Ticket Agent
jJaaenger
i?nc
FEE'S HOT CHOCOLATE UAL.
o
Denver, Colo.
TON'S DRUG STORE.
Subscribe for Tlie Evening Citizen
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hat was in the express
car of passenger train No. 7 this
morning. It had started from Minneapolis, Minn. The hat had traveled
An old worn

through Minnesota, Illinois, Missouri,
Iowa and Kansas. It was completely
covered with tags, which read something like this: "I don't know where
I'm goin', but I'm on my way," etc.,
some of which were exceedingly funny.
Quite frequently old shoes or
hats are sent out from some place
and In nearly every case they travel
over the entire system of the Wells-Farg- o
company.

Fine Clothing

Furnishing

OOOOOOOO'
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WESTER

Men
Company Refuses to
Discharged For Belonging to Union
Organization Will Take
Vote Sunday.

Chicago, Feb. 14. Relations between the Western Union Telegraph
company and its employes have become more strained as a result of the
refusal of the company to reinstate
nine men said to have been discharged on account of their membership In
the union. A special meeting of the
Commercial Telegraphers' union ha
been called for Sunday afternoon,
when the controversy will be passed
up to the nat'onsl officers for action.
Already plans for financing a strike
are under consideration, by national
officers, and it Is said that unless the
company changes its attitude a walkout of the telegraphers is inevitable.
President S. J. Small, of the Commercial Telegraphers' union, said that
so far the matter had not been
brought officially before the national
organization, but that It would be at
Sunday's meeting.
"When the matter Is laid before the
ntalonal officers. In accordance with
ous laws, we shall at once begin tak

m
m
"SWASTIKA" ROUTE IS 106 MILES
IA)NG, REACHING
Fireman Greenwood, of th flr.-'- diFROM DES
vision, hrs prospects of becoming or.e
MOINES TO CIMARRON, N. M.
f the foremost chicken fanciers In
territory, says the Raton Gazette.
The St. Louis, Rocky Mountain & the
"Slim"
has imported at a great exPacific railway Is issuing a passenger pense frbm
a brother fancier at Trinannouncing
opening
of
schedule
the
one-ha- lf
dozen eggs of the most
this road for freight and passenger idad
popular
breed
devoting all
service from Clinton House to Des of his spare and is onnowreading
time
such
Moines, N. M., on February 15, says
as "A Fortune In Eggs," "How
the Raton Gazette. This completes books
to Make Poultry a Success," and a
the balance of the "Swastika" route, chapter
Here Is
placing Raton in direct connection hoping or so Incubation.
"Slim's" fondest ambiwith Des Moines and putting in oper- tions willthat
be realized.
ation 106 miles of trackage.
m
m
m
The road connects with the ColoA meeting of division superintendrado & Southern at Des Moines, ten ents of the Santa Fe railroad was
miles south of Folsom; at Vermajo held here yesterday, at which Messrs. THELMA" AT ELKS' OPERA
with the El Paso & Southwestern and R. J. Parker, superintendent of tho
HOUSE FEBRUARY 18.
with the A., T. & S. F. at Preston.
western grand division; James Kurn,
Apropos of the announcement of
The distance from. Raton to Des superintendent of
the New Mexico di- the early local appearances
Moines by the "Swastika" is forty-nin- e vision; W. K. Etter,
of Miss
superintendent
miles. A branch from the main of the Rio Grande division,
Oarolyne
McLean,
beautiful
the
and
E.
and
J
line three miles in length connects Gibson, superintendent of
the Albu- talented American actress. In Marie
with Koehler, N. M. From Raton to querque division, were present.
"Thelma," it may be said
Ute Park, the extreme southern point
m
w
m
that the distinction between many of
on the road, Is a distance of fifty
who have essayed
I. C. Hicks, formerly master me- our actresses
miles.
chanic of the Santa Fe shops at thld "Thelma" and Miss McLean's work is
In
The branch about to be built from point, and at present holding a simithe many touches of natural byCimarron to Van Bremmer, in Ponil lar position in the shops at San Ber- play, which Interweaves with
her
Park (Cimarron & Northwestern) nardino, will arrive here this weeK lines and the business of the piece.
will give the company some thirty-si- x for the purpose of removing his fam- Her youth and beauty is a great facmiles more of road to operate.
ily and household effects to his new tor in her professional success. Possessing much magnetism and the masThe towns touched along the main scene of activity.
tery of a sweet and musical voice,
line af the road from Raton to Des
The dynamometer car Is testing the she presents a Thelma as attractive
Moines are Clifton House, Cunningham, Thompson, Vigil and Capula pulling power of the freight engines In appearance and as talented In
Vegas. From Clifton House to Ute between Las Vegas and Raton this portrayal as any of the noted artists
who have preceded her In this charmPark Preston,
Junction, week.
Koehler
ing character.
Miss McLean Is supVermajo, Cerrossoso, Cimarron, Nash.
Conductor C. O. Clark has moved ported by a selected company of artFrom Ute Park the road will likely
in time be extended to Taos, N. M., his family from Raton to Las Vegas. ists, and a full scenic equipment
necessary to the attractive presentaand points further south.
To Chicken Feeders.
tion of the play Is carried. Miss
The opening of the St. Louis,
Mausard's
are selling good
will be seen at the Klks' opera
Rocky Mountain & Pacific will place wheat at SI. 50Mills
per 100 lbs.
house on February 18th.
Raton in connection with the Colorado & Southern and should have
some material
effect on present
freight rates, which cannot h1n but
be of benefit to Raton.
PEN X MAY WITHDRAW
SOME OK ITS 1'IUMAX CARS
Should the bill pending in the
Pennsylvania legislature pass, which
requires the equipment of Pullman
fOS
sleepers with electricity, officials of
l
the Pennsylvania road say thut the
road will withdraw for a time at least H
of the Pullman cars now
operated in that state. It would be a
physical impossibility, the officials asBELEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE,
sert, to comply with the requirements
N. M., AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINE OF
of the law, which fixes June SO as the
THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING EAST AND
limit when all sleeping curs operated
in the state must be equipped
WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS CITY, GALVESTON
with
electricity. The officials state that as
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGEsoon as it Is practicable fur them to H
LES, AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
equip all their sleeping cars with elec-ticiSTATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
they will do so without any in"
1.000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 25x140
terference on the part of the Btate.
The electric system on the PennsylFEET. LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
vania limited, it is stated, has not
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE, WITH
proved a success, and numerous comBEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK ...! GRAND
plaints of its defects have been filed
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE, COSTly passengers.
ING $16,000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
a
M
M. PACIFIC. HOCK ISLAND AND
POPULATION OF 1.500 PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE
;et
kanta
MERCANTILE
ESTABLISHMENTS; THE
BELEN
The Missouri Pacific and Hock IsPATENT ROLLER MILL, CAPACITY 150 BARRELS
land roads are busy making extensive
DAILY; LARGE WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESpreparations for the former road to
TAURANTS, ETC. BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPuse the latter's tracks from Atchison
PING POINT FOR WOOL, FLOUR, WHEAT. WINE.
to St. Joseph, Instead of the liuiilng-to- n
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
trucks, which it has used for the
ITS
years. The changes
past twenty-si- x
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY iN THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE
will take effect today and the new
route will save the Gould road about
ESTIMATED.
two miles and cut Its passenger schedtowns
two
the
ule between
about
fifteen minutes.
The trains of the Missouri Pacific,
Uock Island and Santa F, which will
run on the same tracks from Atchison
to St. Joseph, will be governed by the
block system, seven blocks to be erected along the line. This system is now
used from Stillings to the Missouri
t
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KILL the COUCH

LUNC8

CURE th

and

Dr. Kin?'

WITH

Nov Discovery
.

0NSUMPTI0N

F0C

Prlet

BOe &

OUGHSant

11.00

Free Trial.

OLDS

Bureat and ttuickeet Cure for all
THROAT and LT7NO TROUBLES, or 2CONXY BACK.
Williams' Indian Pita
n t w i c ure B ind.
and Itclilnff
Piles, lb absorbs the tumor..
Allays the Itcbingatonce.actS'
us a Dnulttce. e'ves instant
lief. Dr. Williams' Indian Pile Olnt- II
ment is prepared for Plies andltrh
lng of the private parts. Every box la
Bv drufcralnts. h mall on nt.
warranted.
eeliit of prl.-e- . Ml cents and $1.00. WILLIIM'
UNUF ACTURINQ CI.. Prop, rit yetand. Obi
FOR SALE BY S. VANN
SON.
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DON J. RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATH
LOANS.

Automatic Phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Building-

-

THE HIGHLAND LIVER
BAMamooK mrnom. mrmm.
LIVERY AND BOARDING STABUT
SADDLE HORSES SPECIALTY
The "Sadie" for Mountain Pardee
and at special rates on week day
Auto. Phone 604. No. Ill John St,

A,

WALKER,

Em

rmm

INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Building Assocte-tlon- .
Office at 217 West Railroad
avenue.

W. E,

MAUGEK

WOOL

with Raube and Mauger
Of flee, 115 North First St.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

TOTI A OR API
Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines Liquor
and Cigars. Place your orders for
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD ST.

THIRD STREET

Meat Market
Fresh and Salt Meat
Steam Sausage Factory.
EMIL KL1ENWORT
Masonic Building, North Third Street
All Kinds of

B. A, SLEYSTER
INSURANCE,
Room

5,

REAL ESTATE-NOT- ARY
PUBLIC.

Cromwell Block.
Automatic Telephone 174
Albn-querq-

ue.

Give ua your ROUGH DRY work.
Monday, and get it back Wednesday,
Imperial Laundry Co.
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COME

TO BELEN, H. M,

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

The Belen Town and
Co.
iOHN BECKER,

Pies:
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Railway Center

ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIV LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST
AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITY. WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD,
NEWSPAPER.
S,

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
DEEDS.
PURCHASE
MONEY
S
CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE,
ONE-THIR-

Im-provem-

en

WM. M. BERGER, Sec'y

D

TWO-THIRD-

WITH
WITH

8

MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE YEAR,
PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES IF
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.
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OUR SHOES PLEASE
THE EYE, THE FOOT AND THE POCKETBOOK

to llio highest ih'grce tliojr have tllstlngnlHliliig
FAMIIOXAIM.K mine them abovo the ordinary and makes them
out conMlplously In ronipnriHon with tho usual kind.
Every pair I carefully Inspects! to eo that tlicy arc rightly made
to fit tlio foot properly and co ufortnbly. Our prices are the very
lowest consistent with reliable quality.

$1.75 to $400
1,75 to 4.00
1.50 to 5.00
1.50 to 3.50
1.10 to 3.00
1.00 to 2.50

Men's High Shoes
Men's Low .Shoes
Women's High Shoes
Women's Low Shoes
Women's Slippers -Shoes for Boys and Girls
--

--

WIN. BRIG HAM

Headquarters tor Coffee
2nd.
Our LeadersThe Celebrated Richelieu Coffees

118-120-

EVENING

CITIZEN.

construction, (tariff, building and re
pairing telegraph
lines along tne
Santa F7, aril vert home last night.
The outnt which Mr. Bonsall la with
consist of eight cars, and hna trav
ersed Santa Fe lines from Chicago to
this city, covering southern Santa Fe
lines also. From here, Mr. Bonsall
TRAIN ARRIVALS.
goes to lllncnn to build a line from
Hlncon to San Marclal.
No.
at 10:15 p.
Judge Abbott was engaged this
No. 4 on time.
morning In the Bernalillo county disNo. 1 on time.
trict print tiAnrlnff thA Aririi men ts of
Raymond and Whllcomh special
attorneys respecting the finding
6:30 n. m.
of a certain statement of facts In the
No report on Nos. 7 and !.
case of Wm. Mcintosh ngnlnst Eu- genlo Romero and the commissioners
Councilman K. A. Mlera came In of the Chllill grant, preparatory to nn
appeal of the case to the supreme
from the capital city last night.
Dr. L. F. I'lummer Is In the cry I court. E. W. Dobson and W.plnln-B.from the mining camps at San Pedro. Chllders are attorneys for the
Abran Abeyta
For the purpose of opening his
corro county. Ih spending the day In
ofTlce here, Hugh Harris, supervisor
the city.
of the Manzano and Mount Taylor
There will be a Herman servlc.9
came down from
Friday evening at 8 o'clock, at the forest reserves,night.
After the esSanta Fe last
Lutheran church.
headquarters the busitablishment
of
Council Harvey Richards stopped ness of tho reserves will be transacted
over here last night on his way to hl9 from this point.
Both the Manzano
home at San Marclal.
and Mount Taylor ure new reserves
and Mr. Harris Is therefore the Iirsi
Miss H. V. Moore, who was recently operated upon In St. Joseph's hos- Incumbent of the ofllce, which he repital, is progressing favorably.
ceived as a reward for faithful serv
Union ice In connection with the Jemez and
M. M. White, of Folsom,
county, has been appointed a notary Pecos reserves.
public by Governor Hagerman.
Buy a package of our reliable shoe
There will be a regular meeting of pollRhes and see what big Improve
tomorrow
R.
A.
O.
of
the
the Ladles
ment a shine will make In the looks
night, at 7 o'clock, In Odd Fellows' of your footwear, besides keeping the
hall.
leather soft and pliable. Tan, choco- Owing to the use of their lodgeiate, white, or black, 10. 15 and 25c.
room this evening by the Masons, the C. May's Shoe Store, 314 West Rail
regular meeting of Adah chapter, O:
road avenue.
n
der of the Eastern Star, will not not
Ladles of the G. A. R., John A.
take place.
No. 1, will give a card
P. N. Gray, of Houston, Texas, one Logan circle
on Saturday evening at Odd
of the officials of the department ot party
Admission 25 cents,
agriculture, Is on a visit to this city Fellows' hall.
including refreshments,
and Is among the guests at the

rniDAY, rKnRCAnr is,

LOCAL AND

Believe Us

PERSONAL

We can save you money

attn.

NO W

$3.50 Shoe

TODAY

UNION MADE

We Carry the Largest Stock
of New Pianos Ever Shown
in This Territory.
SECONDHAND Pianos at
your own prices almost
SEE US betore you buy

Kb

For More Than a Quarter of a Century
Shoes have been leaders In Style, Fit and
Wear. They have earned a world-wid- e
reputation by merit
alone they are the standard everywhere.
W. L. DOUGLAS

Do It Today
Established

1900

&

For Many Years We Have Sold

Lindemann,

Shoes that they give satisfaction in every
respect to our customer n, is exemplified by the fact that our
sales are daily increasing.
W. L. DOUGLAS $3.50 Shoes are made of the best selections
of the highest grade leathers. They have the style and character of $5 and $6 shoes.
Our shlment of W. L. DOUGLAS Shoes for Spring 1907, la
the largest and most complete we have yet received. It contains many new shapes never shown In Albuquerque.
W. Ii. DOUGLAS

206 W. Gold Avenoe

COAL

Genuine American block, per
(on
$6.50
$6.50
Cenillos Lnmp
$8.50
Anthracite Nnt
Anthracite mixed
$0.00
Anthracite, stove .and .furnace
$9.50
size
Clean Gas Coke
$0.00
WOOD.
Green Mill Wood, per load .... $3.25

hi

W. H, HAHN &CO.
Both Phones.

STERN

SIMON

i

The firm of Lommorl & Matteuccl
corner Seventh and Tijeras, will here
after be known as

The Railroad Avenue

.

TURKEY

S.

L. Dowgllas

IVZf,

n the purchase of a Piano

Learnard

im.

Cloffiier.

The Woman's Home and Foreign
CHAMPION GROCERY CO.
Missionary society of the Presbyter
TODAY WE HAVE AN EXTRA
Our new telephone number is 61.
ian church will meet with Mrs. H. A.
. tins, 5c.
AND
Packages, J5o and SSc per lb.
Cooper, 115 South Walter street, this FIXE IOT OF HOME-RAISEIi-lbALL
WHITE
TURKEYS,
DRESSED
.tins, $1.00.
1 lb. tins. 45c.
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock.
ALSO
STOCK.
PLUMP
party FAT,
A very pleasant valentine
YOUNG HENS, AND
BROILERS,
Capitol Cpffee
Lead
parlors
place
in the
of the
took
SPRINGS.
Golden Gate coffee
bucket, with premium,
avenue Methodist Episcopal church SAN
JOSE MARKET SIGNATURE
- lb. tins, 40c.
last night
Games were played and
$1.00.
- lb. tins, 80c.
refreshments were served.
can.
Mr. and Mrs. M. Nash are enter
Something unique nothing like It In the city. Try
115-11- 7
Mrs.
taining Mr. Nash's sister-in-laBulk coffee, IOC to 40c
George Nash, of Des Moines, Iowa,
Between Railroad and Copper Ave.
who will remain here for several
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
weeks on a visit.
camp
Miss Foard, who has been at the FOR SALE Complete wagon; outfit
team, harness and
fine
pueblo of Laguna teaching the In
T. Y. MAYNARD
GEO. W. T1ICKOX
team, city brok
black
dians there the art of glazing thci.
and sound. 416 North First street
pottery, arrived here last evening and
Weed's Wood Yard.
Is stopping at the Aivarado.
The funeral of Mrs. Isabel Quinn,
SATURDAY'S SPECIAL SALE.
HICKOX-AUYNAR- D
who died Wcdnesdny, was held at the
38c
home this afternoon. The body will Hex brand extract of beef
Mince meat, per pkg
9c
LEADING JEWELERS
lie at Adams' undertaking parlors un
NEW MEXICO'S
11
til nrrangements will have been made Buck wheat Hour, per pkg
25
2
honey
glasses
of strained
for shipping it back east.
.
25c
Councilman H. Richards, of San 212 cans of pie pears ,
10c
grade
Vic
of pumpkin
Watches for Repairs
Send in
Marclal, came down trom the capital
bottle of extract of lemon... 40c
last night and Is spending the day In 50c
1
40
can of catsup
the metropolis. Mr. Richards Is one 1 gal
1 bottle
chow,
chow
bottle
of
as
republicans
of
the
of the stalwart
SOUTH SECOND ST.
TUB ARCH FRONT
of pickles and 1 bottle of chill
sembly.
25c
sauce for
of Store
In
There will be special convocation of Vermicelli, per pkg
9c
4 5c
Rio Grande chapter, R. A. M., this 2 pkgs of Gold Dust for
evening, at 8 o'clock, for work In the 2 pkgs of Lion coffee
25
By
most excellent master's degree.
THE MAZE.
order of the high priest. J. C. Fer- Win. KIEKE, Proprietor.
ger, secretary.
APPLES GALORE, ALL VARIET
E. M. Schutt. of tha Rio Grande
WITH SPECIAL PRICES BY
Land & Improvement company, ar IES,
Fourth and Railroad Xvtntsz
BOX, THE MONARCH GRO
rived here yesterday from his home THE
COMPANY.
in St. Louis. Mr. Schutt's company CERY
is now pushing work upon Its irrlga
YOU CAN RAVE YOUR CHICKS
tlon project north of this city.
OUR RELIABLE
FEEDING
BY
CHICKEN'S
ARE
Longfellow's birthday Is to be ap- CHICK FOOD.
propriately celebrated by the Ladies' EASILY RAISED IF THEY ARE
Aid society of the Congregational STARTED RIGHT.
E. W. FEE,
church on Tuesday evening, February
An excellent pro26, at the church.
002 S. FIRST ST,
gram is being prepared and a pleas- 'PHONE 10.
1
a
ane evening Is assured.
IT HAS BEEN OUR POLICY
A largely attended tea was given
To hold each year our annual sale
yesterday afternoon by the ladies ot
used pianos
No. 202
the Woman's Home Missionary so of used and slightlyInterior
sl
Improve
ciety of the Highland Methodist Owing to extensive way
in our store
ments now under
church, at the residence of Mrs. C. we
quote our Bpecial sale price
The meeting was greatly on will pianos
C. Mlnnls.
to!v:rirr-'-tV'P.should b?mifte
In stock.
o
stock
all
rirr
,
present.
by
enjoyed
all
ii a .1 it;ii'-iiO':nan Lunhtig Dish.
consists of the most complete line of
Fittings-Ste- am
Arvavn . j . no wnr hitf nhotit firt.
The funeral of H. C. Smoot, who high grade pianos ever shown in thl
in & lew luiuulc
fv.aj.y u tuaici,
came here from Klrksville, Mo., as a city and, we can truly add, in th
healthsceker, and who died yesterday great southwest. If Interested, call
& Co.
morning at his room on Keleher ave- or write today.
Ka:!:ili?g,
nue, was held this morning at 10
LEARNARD & LINDEMANN,
Rev. J.
o'clock at Strong's chapel.
206 West Gold Avenue
C. Rollins officiated and
Interment
1
Srnr k J
crnn
took place at Fairvlew cemetery.
a !.ilntv rnorcl to trale
WE HAVE A FULL LINE OF FISH
h.n ptlit-eA4
HV4
1 aurr to
Uiat your
f
yoi.r
Dr. W. L. Mckard of Virginia will FOR LENT SALT, SMOKED AN
I
c'.iafitig
with th.
GRO
nil the pulpit ot the First Baptist CANNED. THE MONARCH
i.ranilriti "ivor"na
rBentnl
cWmI f
CERY COMPANY.
fmulouncl only in Man
morning.
Dr.
next
Sunday
church
riu, Lowmau & Co. Cmtibg ltaUcs
I'lckard is one ot the strongest and
PAY DAY SPECIAL
ron BALE BY
foremost preachers of the east and It
is hoped that many of the Albuquer
At thu Cash Buyers' Union, Saturday
que people will take this opportunity
Monday and Tuesday.
to hear this brilliant and noted min 17 lbs. ot sugar
$1.00
GO.
i tarn tar 1 17, mouth-rirm- t
ister.
Ne
SSc
Arbuckles Coffee, 2 for
dot. 4oa, North rirmt mtr0t
25
Mrs. A. M. Cleveland, of Datll, N. 35c M. & J. coffee
60c
M., the writer, has gone to Galveston, 76c Tea, green or black
Avenoe
Fourth an
1.2
Texas, where she embarks tomorrow 50 lb Best flour
45c
Lloyd Steamship 1 gal best sugar
on the German
15c
company's liner, Hanover, for Bre Cream of Wheat, pkg
10c
From Bremen she H. O. Pancake flour, pkg
men. Germany.
10c
goes to Italy.
Mrs. Cleveland ex 15c sugar corn
THE
3E
9c
pects to be absent from the territory 2lh. tomatoes
11c
several months.
Paul Teutach, of 8Vi lb tomatoes $2 shoes
1.35
25 pairs of ladles'
this "City, arranged passage tor her.
25 pairs of ladles' $1.50 shoes. . . 85c
S. J. Bonsall, who has been absent
3
olT.
Men's and boys suits
from the city several months with a
RAILROAD AVE;
Men's and boys' overcoats 3 off.
Blankets and quilts 20 per cent off.
Mccormick.
122 North Second Street.
Diamonds, Watches, Jewslrj, Cat Glass, Clocks, Bllverwara. Wt InrlU
doctor
LIQUOR HABIT Cl'RKl).
jour trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.
PARTS KIIS1 HI NOTICE.
523 WEST RAILROAD AVE.
On the 18th of February I will
CANNOT refrain from again saying something about Home Inform a partnership with A. Glngra.
previous to this date
made
Accounts
.j.
Every time that the proposition presenU Itself of the
.j.
4.
4
surance.
4
4
4.
4,
4.
4.
4
4.
4.
4.
4.
4
4.
4.
4.
4.
4.
4.
4. 4.
will be due me personally.
tremendous amount of money that Is being sent out of New
4
A. TliOSSELLO,
Mexico and Arizona for life Insurance to eastern cities, the con1007 South Second Street.
viction comes home with increased force that a home company ought to
4
be patronized and the money remain In the West.
The revelations of the past year of the way thenormous surplus of
10 lbs. Nice
Extracted Honey for
big Eastern companies has been handled and speculated with ought to
the
$1.00. Order by Postal.
emphasize the fact that the people of the West should stop pouring their
W. P. Allen, llnx 203, Albuquerque.
money Into Eastern channels when It can be placed in home Insurance,
and every dollar of It kept and Invested at home.
List ypur property with
It Is gratifying to note that home insurance is year by year receiving
more and more Its Just deserts. Statistics show that during the past yw
home companies far exceeded foreign companies In the amount of busiWhy cannot this same record be made here? It can if
ness written.
&
every individual who takes out a policy the coming year will carefully
weigh the proposition of the value It la to keep his Insurance at home beItO South Second St.
SHIRTS
75c, 1.00, 1,25, 150, 1.75 up to 2.50
fore he puts his name to the application of any Insurance company.
The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arizona
TICKETS BOUGHT. SOLO
is owned and controlled by the leading business men of the two terriAND EXCHANGED
tories, and offers exceptional opportunities to ambitious and capable men
AtieelMtlon Offlet
and women to sell Us policies.
D
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b.
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NORTH FIRST STREET

Stoves and Steel Ranges

CO.

HARDWARE and RANCH SUPPLIES

Your

Harness,
Horse Blankets,
Saddles.

Wagon Covers,

TIN SHOP

Sheep Shears,
Dipping Tanks,

Rr

,

ALBUQUERQUE

HARDWARE

GO,

0o

o
o

NX'tfL--

A Rare&it

o
o
o

B5izan

haling Dish
a.--

ALBUQUERQUE

WHITNEY GVJIPAMY
Wholesale and Retail-

HARDWARE

and Water

Iron Pipe, Pumps, Valves,

SuppliesHose and Belting.

Stoves. Ranges and Granite Iron Ware.

FUrTmn S wl

VrJ Wa

Wnnd
W

W

Blacksmith Suoolies.

mtrt

Albuquerque,

Mexico

iRat!roai

EVERITT

Diamond

Palace

Home Insurance the Best

4K

New Shirts

WE

HON EY

Our elegant new Spring Line of the Latest Creations
in fancy Negligee Shirts is now on display

Live Men

Jones

Crawford

This is the largest line of fine goods in the city.
glance at them will convince you.

A

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY
122 South Second St.

119 West Golu Avenue

R.R.

ROSENFIEID'S,

Transactions
Guaranteed

1

18 W. R. R. Ave.

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
COLOMBO HALL
Admission 50c

DANCING SCHOOL
Ladies Free

Address Home Office,

Occidental Life Insurance Company
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

mmftk

9J

Mah Orders Solicited

HARDWARE

o

